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Preface

The toy of being in the second generation of what is called the
"new rhetoric" is that the importance of the fruitful work done in
rhetoric and in coMposition during this century longer needs
defending. We know that a knowledge of rhetoric historical. theo-
retical: pedagogical can give 114 the needed.conlidenee of sound
scholarship. We know that understandiu the long and important
history and tradition of rhetork can give ns a sense of the 'Ninny
and significacce of what we do, a sense that t,tahtlot he gained from
"bag of tricks- techniques. As Imlac declares in Samuel Johnson's
Ras 4h "those who lae kingdoms to govern, have understand-
mis to cultivate.-

knowing the importance of the rapidly multiplying scholarship.
however. does not make the task of staying int-tinned any .less be-
wildering. as the authors of Itiadritig Cwnpf.sitifor /1-0

grapitwal Isat. have so recently and excellently matle clear. My
hook 11 en is all JIM*, to bring together in one place the myriad
of words at have been added to rhetoric and composiloh in this
century. li is attempt tan be only a beginning: there must Ise
Inany more gatherings of words like this onion the foliar:. But it is
any hope that these words and definitions will wake that task
sonewhat easier.

I have compiled this socabulary of moder.n rketoric from ti.sti-
books. from theoretical. studies, from Pedagogical and curricular
explorations. and from plain practical studies. The wins are pri-
nthrily twentieth ce_njury. but I have included rine classical terms
which are still widely' used and which the retraer might often en-
counter. I have tried to he as inclusive as possible. but the respon-
sibility for deciding if a wind' should he included is my own. The
listitig of the termAis alphabetical. Following each tehn is xdeli-
nition. often in the words of its originator. A bibliographical refer-
ence is cited for the first tact, ofthe word or for its principal use yt
composition. and this is often followed 'by a quotation showing
the vs t in context. Finally; any other bibliographical references
whirl indicate changes or extensions- in meaning the word may
have u dergone are included, and.sometitnes an example is given.

VII
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APPClitii% 1:L1%44111g the words according to subrect headings

ha% been provided as .11)4s-reference to facilitate an understand
ng of the functions of the words. The hook conciodes with an
Index of names of authors cited in the definitions,

1.arlier in this Preface I said that I have tried to he as inclusive
POWhIC. rill% aim has remitted in the inclusion of +some words

that are, to he blunt. 'arson. Rhetorkal study, it seems: has shared
in Inc guilt or coining imprecise, pretentious tentis when older
terms are satisfactory. I trust that the users of this handbook will'
loin me in' the hope chat them: terms will not he perpetuated and
that our profession will continue its leadership in eliminating
louhlespeak.

t o make PrilPtir acknowledgments would be impossible because'
the list of people to whom I owe thanks is endless. hesnnng
course with the Haws of all the scholars whose works are I: it 01 in
the test and including all the teachers nd students whose effolis
made the work of those scholars posmole. I ?hall have to ho con-
tent w Or thanking Jim Corder and (kir), 'Tate fopprvidinst the
initial impetti,. for this. Ils!ok Sly thanks Ito also to Paul O'Dea and
to the '1.klitorial Boat' of the Natiimal Conned of Teacher of
rt.iiitliSh for their help.

err ills,'

1,111h W (It Itis011



Annotated, Alphabetical List
of Rhetorical Terms

A

abduction. Also eald.retrodui thin The process in the look of
the discovery procedureof working from evidence 19 hypothe-
sis, involving a back-and-forth movement of suggestion and
checking. In this process two pieces of data could he explained
by a. hypothesis, the validity of which could be corroborated by
le finding of another piece of data. If the third piece of data is

true, then the hypothesis is probably true. Since the question
remains or what suggested the hypothesis, abduction differs
from deduction, which follows ti.e pattern of asserted anteced-
ent to consequence. John P. Dag. Inductire Probability (New
York; Hiimanitki Press, 1961). pp. 66ff. I. M. Bochenski. The

01 Contemporary Thought (Dordrecht, Holland: D.
Reidel Publishing C'o.. 1965), pp. 92ff. For l discussion and
model, set James L. Kinneavy. .4 Theory 14 nowmirse.(Engle-
wood ('liffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall. 1971), pp. 143-44:

In the prates of anducttve discovery. two separate piece's of dala.
di and d, 'fluid both he explained by a hypothesis II2.11 this
hypothesis were true.( further data should exist which would cop
robe/prate the existence of II, . this corroborative data is cd,.. Simi
larly d., and d, could he explained by Ha and its existence could
he k'orrokcouldoratc cl by the finding of W.. Supposing the corrobora-
live data to have been found. III and 112 both suggest a common
explanation 11 If F. were 'Gut. then it v ould suggest another
hypothesis III. which -could he corroborate! by

accessibility. The relative ease or difficulty with which meaning
can be derived from a sentence. For a discussion, MC W. Ross
Winterowd, "The Three R's: Reading, Reading. and Rhetoric."
A Sympocium in Rhetoric', ed. William E. Tanner. J. Dean

. Bishop, and Turner S. Kohler (Denton: Texas Woman's Univer-
sity Press, 19761, p. 53.



Ytr

art, the element of the dramatistic framework called the Pentad
act, scene, spent, dtterwy and purpose that 4fIlObtflo the quo.
Hon. What was done,' for a thought or an event. Kenneth Burke.
.1 4rammar Altifii-e threw Yom; Prentice-UWE 1945t.

'0141111$1iig tally.' the Nest unit of action would ha defined as
the human body in conscious or purposive motion,'" 141

Set tirwat/ith friorteta/A and PkiNlad

addition, In sinipo:ition. a structural principle of nodding t$n the
noun. the v h, and the main clause of a sentence by adding
qualifiers Of modifiers, or of huikling upon the lead or thesis,
sentence of a paragraph by adding modifyinrsentences. Francis ,

Christensen. "A Gene/alive Rhetoric of the Sentence.- Odle*.
C'uoripiiiiiins and (iiinittunii alum I., (October I WO). I 53411 :

I or Ihr of tinh o arnerality ur produihntr Mourn I
,.. lake the tratenient troth John I raliine.'tho oriainalor of the Areal

Hook. 1.1satwr.! hinny', .4 novolil. In the inlay "thy I tall of
IA ramp': I faventirth ernite, toglsok Philinophnal tihran.
I',4ni illIKUVIICS 4 prin.iply or the *Meet 4,ratI yihkh. thintah
know, n he a) to all practitioner., he hot never:torn in
print I hi. pioniply it ihn -WIWI you ante, you make a point,
not by tutoakiinit AA ihOUSh you tharpenril a prmil. but 04
Alain*

Isample "Ile shook his hands, a quick shake lnoun cluster'.
fingers down Iahsoltite I . like a pianist Iprepiisitional ph

Sinclair Lewis.

addressed writing. She characteristic of writing ti at it must he
concerned with an audience. created by the idea that persuasion
implies an audience. Kenneth Burke. 1 Rheturii id Moires
Berkeley: University of California Press. IWO), pp. 38-39:

"thus by a rOunduhout route we come upon another aspect of
Rhetoric its nature as addrussi.d. since persuasion implies an
audience...1p. 3ti

addressee. the person being addressed in discourse. Roman .

Jakohson. "Linguistics and Poetics.- Sit le in language. ed.
Thomas A. SehLok (New York: John Wiley & Sons and M.I.T.
Press. )960). pp. 350-77. .

addresser. The speaker or writer in discourse. Roman Jakotrion,
"Linguistics and Poetics." .Stile in language, ed. Tho.nas A.
Si: leok I New York. John Wiley & Sons and M.I.T. Press. 19601.
PP- 350-7'.
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reveitioab.

apotliophe A figure in which a person of an abstract tossing is
dire4 fly addrasid, whether present or not Isample "%Ifni
noulthter of the Voice of God! 0 leafy! it that name thou
love" Wordsworit-, "Ode to Duty "

alpumemation Also periteattort A classification or form of dew
ourse hoinit as its tune tarn to convince or persuade an au&
crier or to prove or refute a point of view or an issue Aratunion
tatlon uses induction, movina from observations atii.ut partM
tile thins% to generalisations, of deduction. moving from 111011-
eralisations to valid inferences about panic ars, or some CUM=
hination of the Iwo 4% il pattern of development, The tradh
thoul modes of discourse narration, description, arguments
hon. and espoution are believed to have been first identified

usch by Aksander Bain 01 l.rtitholr Comommota and Merlotti
tAmencan edition. New York 1) Applelon4(`o 1,400), Tra-
ditionally three forms of appeal have been identified in argu-
mentation bifocal thigi,i). emotional tpathiii). and ethical
tribm) tosical argument is a Clrar, appropriate proposed, of
thought or CtildtfICC and a conclusion, l maikmal 'argument
evokes emotional responses in the audience t.thecal argument
rests upon the response to the speaker or author as someone to
he trusted Thr traditional parts of an argument are its follows

% the beginning. in which the author gains .ittention
or establishes credibility or both.
'wrath, hackgrund or contest for the discussion.
rIrtilit proptrutson. theto, or chief theme;
parrIrto delineation of the steps to he followed in the dm-

,rntromhate proof and evidence in support of the propose
I i,1n

rrfotation or colons of ortadeoluactr. on the op-
pomns vieviptiorle

there we/ digression. related Item% or argument*.
p rafo oindusson %omit:in/mg key points or for
action

Most rhetoric textbooks have good dowuwon% of aritomenta-
bon In addition. see Stephen Toulmin; liar l'irl

alibridge At the Unovertity Prem. 195g): Richard Rock(
alit %takolm 0. Wan. Initionentattvot and Mr lid. 1)1,111141401t

l0
t
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kb, Melon 1 he immion of .onnink t ion. her wren words, plitAses,
or anises . %Ample "eye for eye. loorh for loth. hand Lilt
tAn.l loot lot loot 1eilteronom) Pt :1

allihtde t.f thelltiC I Is parlkillAr %LAIC 01 mind (II I I'W.1kCf af
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Weather. and Otis Winchetter. Mt- trirnit/... tti Ithilorr,

nrrIcmoiod t 1111+. Si 1 Prentikcliall. 19701
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classical 'rhe toric 7

research workers in dealing with curricular and evaluation prob-
lems. The objectives are classified as cognitive and affective
The cognitive, group deals with the recall or recognition of
knowledge and the development of intellectual abilities and
skills. The affective group concerns changes in inter- its, atti-
tudes, and yak Benjamin S. Bloom et al., edS., Taxonomy
of Educational Objectives (New York: David McKay Co... 1956).

C

cant. The style of discourse characterized by the and repeti-
tion of conventional, trite, or unexamined opinions.

cause and effect. One of the traditional topics of classical rhet-
oric that consists in arguing from the presence oabsence of the
cause to the existence or nonexistence of the effect or result:
or. conversely, in arguing from an effect to its probably causes.
Cause and effect can be an inventive procedure in which con-
tent is generated by looking for causes or effects in a particular
situation. It can also be a method of organization for a piece of
discmrse or for a paragraph within. Lane Cooper. ed-and trans..
line Rh.tpric ().1' Aristotle (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts.
1932): -if you prove the cause, you at Once prove the effect:
and conversely nothing can exist without its cause.- (p. 170)
fixample: "Here dead lie we because we did not chooseiTo live
and shame the land from which we sprung.- A. E. Housman,
from .1/()re Poems.

chains of meaning. See equivalence chains.

channel capacity. The limited 'amount of mental power available
to the speaker or listener to recognize and to interpret symbols.
to arrange and combine images. and to frame the thought ex-
pressed. For a discussion of its significance in composition see
F. D. Hirsch. The Philosophy of Composition (Chicago: Univer-
sity of ('hicago Press. 1977), p. 78.

claim. The conclusion or point of issue in an argument. Stephen
Tntilmin, The Uves of Argument (Cambridge: At the University.
Press. 1958). See also data and wilt-runt.

classical rhetoric. The 'art of persuasion. descending chiefly from
the rhetorics of Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintilian, and composed



8 classification

of five canons or _arts- inventioritinvtio), arrangement (dis-
positio), style (elocutio), memory (memoria), and delivery
(pronuntiatio). There were three occasions l'Or the use of the
art of persuaiion: epideictic (for the present-- i.e.. during cere-
monies, commemorative events, and argUment0: deliberative
(for the future): arid judicial Or forensic (judgments upon the
past). Three means of persuasion were given: ethos (appeal
based on the character of the speaker), pathos (appeal to the
emotions of the audience), and logos (appeal through word3 Or
logical reason). For a complete discussion, see Edward P. J.
Corbett, ClassiGat Rhetoric Jri the Modern Student (New YOrk:
Oxford University Press, 1965: 2d ed., 1971). Lane Copper's
translation of The Rhetoric of Aristotle (New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, 1932) presents a good introduction to the tra-
dition.

classification. Usually with division. One of the traditional topics
or ways of thinking about a subject that includes identifying the
subject as part of a.larger group with shared features. 1Yrision
breaks the subject into smaller segments. For a discussion of _

classification as an underlying pattern of thought, see Frank J.
D'Angelo, A Conceptual Theory of Rhetoric (Cambridge, Mass.:
Winthrop Publishing Co.. 1975). pp. 44-47. Example: "The fish
belongs to the superclass Pisces, having fins, gills, and a stream-
lined body. This'superclass includes the 'class Osteichthyes
(having a bony skeleton), Chondrichthyes (having a cartilagi-
nous skeleton), and .Ngnatha (lacking jaws)."

climax. A rhetorical figure in which parallel words or sentences
build by degrees of increased weight. Example: "Vet(. vidi,

("I came, I saw. I conquered.") Julius Caesar.

code. The language or other communication signal that is com-
mon to the person speaking or writing (addresser) and the per-
son listening or reading (addressee). Roman Jakobson, "Linguis-
tics and Poetics." Style- in Language, ed. Thomas A. Sebeok
(New York: John Wiley Sc Sons and M.I.T. Press, 1960), pp.
350-77.

cognitive domain. The area of eductional goals which has to do
with the recall or recognition of knowledge andthe develop-.

ment of intellectual abilities and skills. Benjamin S. Bloom et
al... eds., Taxonomy .of Educational Objectives (New York:
David McKay Co.. 1956). See Bloom's taxonomy.

14



comparative rhetorical research 9

communication triangle. The structure basic to all uses of Ian-
guage that includes a person who sends a message (see also
addresser and encoder); the message itself, including the signal
(code or language) which carries the message and the reality to
which the message Lefers; and the receiyer.of the message (see
also addressee and Tlecoder). Aristotle made the triangle the
basis of his Rhetoric.. For a-diagram, see James L. Kinneavy,
.4 Theory of Discourse (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
1971), p. 19.

communicative competence. Knowledge of language in :he sense
of syntax, phonology, and semantics -and knowledge c,f the
social world and its rules for using language so that speech is
appropriate both linguistically and sociolinguistically and en-
ables a speaker to communicate effectively to achieve self-iden-
tification and to. conduct activities. For a definition, see Dell.
Hymes's preface to Ditection in Sociolinguistics, ed. John H.
Gumrerz and Dell Hymes (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Win-
ston, 1972). For further exnlanation, see Courtney B. Cazden,
Child Language and Ecluccuic,n (New York: Holt, Rinehart &
Winston, 1972), p. 3.

communicative efficiency. The psycholinguistic principle' of
communication that determines that one piece of pros. can be
judged .better than another because of its relative readability.
E. D. Hirsch. The Philosophy of Composition (Chicago: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 1977), pp. 74-76:

... the most efficient communication of.any serfuntic intention,
whether a he conformist or individualistic. Some semantic inten-
tions requirti prose that is complex and difficult to read. An at-
tempt to express those intentions in easy-to-read prune would
properly he condemned as inefficient writing. (p. 75)

comparative rhetorical research. Research that -investigates his-
torically given theories of rhetoric and produces information
about them and their relationships to one another. For exam-
ple. such research might show how Kenneth Burke's and I. A.
Richards's theories of rhetoric resemble and differ from one
another and whether one theory seems to have influenced the
other. Martin Steir.mann, Jr., "Rhetorical Research." New
Rhetoric's. ed. Martin Steinmann, Jr. (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons. 1967). p. 26.

t
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comparison. One of tie traditional topics of rhetoric based on
the assumption that a subject may shown more clearly
bj, pointing out ways it is z:rnilar to something else. The two
subject.., may each he explained' separately and then their simi-
larities pointed out, cif_ may .be dealt with alternately
point by point. See' Leo Rockas, Modes of Rhetoric (New
York: St. Martin's Pres4. 1964), pp. 60-61. Example: "parting
day / Dies like the dolphin, whom each pang imbues / With a
new colour its it gasps away, / The last still loveliest, till 'tis
gone and all is gray." Byron, Childr Harold. See P.Iso contrast

competence. Th.! potential a %flay to use the language that every
native.speaker of. a Idhguage possesses by virtue of internalizing
the system'of rules that defirmine both the phonetii.! shape of
the sentence and its intrinsic semantic content: knowledge of
ode's language as contrasted to one's performanc'e with it.
Noarn Chomsky, appendix to Eric Lenneherg's Biological
nindations of Language (New York: irohn Wiley & Sons,L

1967), .reprinted_ in Chomsky's Language and Mind (New York;
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 19721. pp. 115-60. See also per-
lormance and communiatire competence.

complementation. A relationship of the/parts Of a discourse in
which one part starts a unit of thought and a second part com-
pletes it. The term is used to describe such units of discourse in
Willis Pitkin, Jr.. "Discourse Blocs," College Composition and
Communication 2.0 (May 1969). 13848. Examples: question/
answer. assertion/reassertion, cause; effect, negative /positive,
prem

composing process. The activities that take place before and
during the process of writing. In classical rhetoric these proce-
dures were thought of as a discovery of the available means of
persuasion in,any rhetorical situation through the processes of
invention (discovering the valid argument), arrangement; and
style. In modern rhetoric the process is often thought of as in-
eluding the following steps.

I. Prewriting. Finding a subject and determining what to' say
;'hoot the subject by gathering material from experience.
research, and observation. For a discussion of this proc.. c
-see D. Gordon Rohman, "Pre-Writing: The Stage of Disco
in the Writing Mcess.- 0)//ege. Comp(mition am! commti,

ta-
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cation 16 (May 1965). 106-12: Donald C. Stewart, The
.1uthentic twice: A hie-Writing App iach.th Student Writing
(Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown, 972).

2. Planning.
3. Revising.

Janet Emig has fully explored this process by case study in
The Ounposing Ilrocees of. Twelfth (;callers. Research Report
No. 13 (Urbana, 111.: NCTE, 1971). See also Charles R. Cooper
and Lee Odell: eds., Research on Onnposing: Points of De-
parture (Urbana, Ill.: NCTE, 1978): atiii Frank J. D'Angelo, .
Conceptual Theory of Rhetoric (Cambridge, Mass.: Winthrop
Publishing Co.. 1975), pp. 5.-54,

conative function. The function of language in the empha-
sis is upon bringing about a .1:hange in the person receiving the
message. For a scheme of the functions; see Roman Jakobson,
"Lii.gi ,sties and Poetics,", Styli. in Language. ed. Thomas A.
Seb'eok (New York: John Wiley & Sons and M.I.T. Press. 1960).
PI) 350-77.

confirmatV. The fifth part of a traditional argument, consisting
cif the main body of the argument where the pro: and cons are

. presented. See argumentation

confuter:1o. The sixth part of a traditional argument. the part
which refutes the opposing points of view. See argumentation.

connexity. A relationship between every pair of a collection.
'Morris R. Cohen 2ntl Ernest Nagel. An introduction to Logic
and Scientific 3lefittul (New York: Harcourt. Brace &
1934). pp. 113-16. For a discussion of its relation to rhetoric.

-see W. Ross Winterowd, Rhetoric. A Synthesis (New York:
Holt, Rinehart tt. Winston. 1968), p. 144. For etxample, any
number is either greater than or less than any other number:
hence. either relation holds between any two numbers.

conseientization. The process by which men and women become
aware of the social and cultural reality which shapes their lives
and of their ability to transform that reality. Paulo Freire, The
Adult Literacy Process as Cultural Action for Freedom.- trans.
Loretta Stover. Hamm(' hlticationalReriew 40 (May 1970).
205-25.

" 1.7
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constative utterance. A straightforivard statement of fact. J. L.
Austin, How to Do Thi,.gs with Words (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvaii. University Press, 1§62), P. 3.'

constraint. In information theory, a precise term for Ntext that
describes the reduction of possible alternatives It language use
by increasing the probability of a few of them. E.. D. Hirsch.
The Philosophy of ('ompL,sition (Chicago: University of Chi-
car; i s...sa, 1977), p. 102:

qnstraint is a procise. functional te-rn for context. Everyone
kno s ;!.xt we understand .language with reference to its context,
yet that vigil.: formulation suggests nothing about the actual
function of context in language processing. Its actual function is
to impose constraints on the syntactic and semantic possibilities
of speech. Because 'of the sequential character of larguage, these
contextual constraints ought to be greater in the middle of a dis-
course than at the beginning ...

contact. The physiCal and psychological connection between the
person speaking or writing (addresser) and the person addressed
raddressee) that enables them to enter and to stay in communi-
cation. Roman \1akotIson. "Lingu'stics and Poetics," Style iq
Language. ed. Thomas A.ebeok,(New York: John Wiley 4
Sons and MI. f. Pr!ss. 1960), pp. 350-77.

, \
content -oriented topic. In the process of invention, a topie6or set

of problem-solving probes in which the emphasis is on generat-
ing subject matter for speaking or writing. In a forjn- oriented
topic, on the other hand, the emphasis i. on providing a struc-
ture in which to place that subject matier. W. Ross Winterowd.
"Invention," Onitemporary Rhetoric: .4 Com.eptual Bark-
.ground with Readings"(New York: Harcourt 'Brace Jovanovich.
1915)..pp. 43-45. For example. the traditional topics such as
definition sand cause and effect would be content-oriented-
'because they encourage ways of thinking that create subject
matter. See form-oriented topic.

contextual variation. The variation' of the meaning of a word de-
pendent on the entire context of Ihe.particillar semantic occa-
sion of its use. Because of this variation, particularly in expres-
sive discourse and in poetry, terms cannot be controlled by ex-
plicit definition. Philip Wheelwright, The Burning - ountain
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1968). pp. 78-81.
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contrast. One of the traditional topics of rhetOric based on the
assumption that a subject may be shown more clearly by point-
ing out ways in which it is unlike another subject. See Leo
Rockas, Mpdes of Rhetoric (New. York: St. Martin's Press,
1964), pp. 60.61. Example: "If of Dryden's fije the blaze is
brighter, oft Pope's the heat is more regular and constant.
Dryden often surpasses expectation, and Pope never falls below
it. Dryden is read with frequent astonishment, and Pope with
perpetual d ight."- Samuel Johnson, The Life of Pope.

colic The main clause of a sentence expressed in simplest form.
Example: "She removed the keepsakes from, the shelves with
exaggerated core."

cerrebtion.. In logic, a classification of the number of objects to
which the referent may be connected by the relation: either
many-Many (Bob is the friend of Sam. Bob may have many
other friends, and Sam may have many other friends); or
many-one (TO is the son of George. Others may stand in this
relation to George. but only we may stand in this relation to
Ted):.or one-many (George is the father of Ted): or one-one
IFive is greater by one than four). Moms R. Cohen and Ernest
Nagel, An Introduction to Logic and Scientific Method (New
York: Harcourt. Brace & Co., 1934). pp. 114-15. For a discus-
sion of its use in rhetoric. see W. Ross Winterowd, Rhetoric:
A .S'ynthesiv (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1968).
p. 144.

courtship. In rhetoric, overcoming social estrangement in a lan-
guage situation and ,opening' the line* of communication.
Kenneth Burke. A Rhetoric of Mmires (Berkeley: University
of California Press. 1969), pp. 208-12. Example: "Hasn't the 'S
weather been hot lately?"

Crocean aesthetic monism. From Benedetto Croce, a theory
of style that does not separate content and form; a work of
art is a unified whole. For a dis' ussion, see Nils T.
"Theories of Style and Their Implications for the Teaching of
Composition," ('ollei Onnposition and Communication 16
I May 1965), 67. See dualism.

crot. A bit or fragment used by a writer that works as an autono-
mous unit with an absence of transitional devices to preceding
or subsequent units, thereby creating an effect of abruptness

, t
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and rapid transition from one point of view to another. Crots
are arranged in random or circular sequence, suggesting - the
fragmentation of contempoiary experience. Winston Weathers,
"Grammars of Style: New Options in Composition." Freshman
English News 4 (Winter 1976), 4:

The term was given new life by. Tom Wolfe in his 1ntrod action"
to a collection of Esquire magazine fiction, The Secre: Life at
Our 7 nes, edited by Gordon Lish (New York: Doubleday. .
1974). A basic element in the. alternate grammar of style and
comparable somewhat to the "stanza" in poetry, the crot may
range in length from one sentence to twenty or thirty sentences.

Examplt: "Students and teacher in classroom (Drone of lec-
turEr next door). Cold winter wind rattles leaves of trees outside
window. Corn 'husks rattle in open field where rabbits hide and
little boys take practice shots at rusty tin cans."

crucial issues. See issue.

cumulative modifier. See free mo,:ifier and umulatire sentence.

cumulative sentence. A sentence in which the main clause, which
may or may not have, a sentence modifier before it, adfances
the discussion, and-in which the additions modify the stattment
of the main clause, staying with the same idea, probing its impli-
cations, exemplifying it, creating an analogy or metaphor for it,
or adding details to it. The ,mairNT:lause is likely to he at a high
level of generality. By, this method of writing sentences, writers
are said to "generate" ideas. Francis Christensen, "A Generative
Rhetoric of the Sentence." College Composition and Communi-
cation 14 (October 1963). 155-61. Example: "He slfook his
hands, a quick shake,. fingers down, like a pianist." -Sinclair
Lewis. Se: generative rfttoric.

D

data. Evidence., for the claim' in an argument. Stephen Toulmin.
The Usen of Argument (Cambridge: At the Unlkersity Press.
195k). See also claim and warrant.

decoder. in communication theory, the audien.:e or receiver of
the mesc:ige. Used in the communication triargle of James 1.
Kinneavy, A Theory of Di.v.ourse (Englewood Cliffs. N.J.
Prentice-Hall. 1971), p. 19: "Basic to all uses of language are a

20 r
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per son who encodes a -message. the signal (langue) which car-.
ries the message. the reality to which the message refers, and the
decoder (receiver of the message).-

)

definition. One of the traditional .topics or patterns of thought
which place a subject into an appropriate class and then uif- .
ferentiates the subject from the other members of that class.
The first step limits the meaning of the subject': the second step
specillis its meaning. In prose. definitions are often extended
by ilCistrationt and examples. See- Leo Rockas..%Iot/es ofRhet-
ori, (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1964). qp. 55-78. One df
the best and most recent discussions of definition is in Ann E.
Bert hoff. Forming. Thinking. ii'riting: The (omposing Imagina-
tion (Rochelle Park. NJ.: Hayden Book Co.. 19781. pp. 94-104.
See also Frank J. D'Angelo...1 6,ticptual Thori. of Rhetoric
(CaMbridge. Mass.: Winthr,op Ptit lishing Co.. 1975). pp. 4447.

delayed-completion topic sentence. A topic of a paragraph stated
in two separate units of thought. not necessarily adjacent.
Richard Braddock. "The Frequency and Placement of Topic
.Sentences in Expository Prose." Research I Me Teaching of
English 8 (Winter 19741. 287-302. See rt,pic.%entence.''

deliberative discourse. That kind of discourse which recomeends
a course of action or urges an audience to refrain from a course
of action in the future. In Aristotle's Rhetoric. speeches of
counsel or advice. such as political.speet;hes. proposals for legis-
lation: appeals to end wars. Lane Cooper. ed. and trans.. The
Rhetoric of Arivotle New York: Appleton-Century'-Crofts.
1932). p. 17: -The elements of deliberatAn [counsel) are
(a) exhortation lencouragemertt I . (h) dissuasion: for as advice
given in private always has on or the other aspect. so 's it with
those who discuss matters of State in public they either exhort
or dissuade:*

description. The traditional classification of discourse that pic-
tures images verbally in space and time and arranges those
images in a logical pattern, such as spatial. or atrcording to associ-
ation. The traditional modes of /discourse narration, descrip-
tion. argumentation, and exposition 'arc believed to have been
first identified as such by Alexander Bain in English Composi-
tion cilia Rhetoric (American edition, New York: D. Appleton
14.('o.. 1890). See Frank J. D'Angelo. "Modes of Discourse."
cue hing If) Bibliographical Ecsa.)%. ed. Gary Tate
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(Fort Worth: Texas Christian University Press, 1976), p. 115.
For a recent discussion of description as an underlying pattern
of thought, see 'D'Angelo, A Conceptual Theory of Rhetoric
(Cambridge, Mass.: Winthrop Publishing Co., 1975), pp. 44-47.

devil term. A term so repulsive that it stands at the opposit: end
of the spectrum nom god fertrkitichird M. Weaver, The Ethics

.14 Rhewru (Chicago:. iertry Regkie.y Co., 1953), p. 222. Ex-
ample: "un-American." .

diachronic stylistics. The study of changes in nationarThsriary
style from one period to the next. Although at any period t ere
are many different styles of roiling, this study looks for signs of
similarities in prose style which seem.to dominate in a particular
historical period ("synchronic stylistics") and compares those
characteristics with the characteristics of the preceding or
following period. See Richard Ohmann, "Generative Grammars
and the Concept of Literary Style." New Rhetorics. ed. Martin
Steinmann. Jr. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1967), p.
136. See also sctu styfistks.

dialectal varieties, A term used in linguistics to denote the linguis-
tic reflection of reasonably permanent characteristics of a per-
son in a language stituation, as delimited by individual, temporal,
geographical, and)social distinctions constant features in lan-
guage situations. Miclhael Gregory, "Aspects of Varieties Dif-
lerentiation,".fitrnal of Linguistics 3 (October 1967)..177-98.
Examples: Mr. X's English, Miss Y's English, Old English, Mod-
em English. British English. American English, upper class
English. middle class English, standard English, nonstandard
English.

dia t y pic varieties. The recurrent linguistic characteristics of a
person'sowe of language in situations, governed by that per-
.son's role, relationship to audience. and the discourse require-
ments. Michael Gregory, "Aspects of Varieties Differentiation,"
Journal of Linguistics 3 (October 1967), 177-98. Examples:
technical English, nontechnical English, spoken English, written
English. formal English, informal English. didactic English, non-
didactic English.

digressio. The seventh part of the traditional argument in which
an illustration, a parallel, or a useful pdfnt to support the argu-
ment isientroduced. See argumentation

2
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direction of modifieatiOn. The direction, either before or after.
in which modifiers are added to the noun. verb. or main clause
of! sentence. oar to the thesis or lead sentence of a paragraph.
Frincii Christensen. -A Generative Rhetoric of the Sentence.-

leire composition and Communication 14 (October 1963).
155161: reprinted in Francis Christensen and Bonniejean Chris-
tensen. .Viiies Toward a .Ve Rhetoric. 2d ed. (New York:
Harper & Row. 1978). pp. 26-27:

But speech r linear. moving ;gime. and writing moves in II1Wr
space. which is analogous p4.) time. When you add a mod .

whether lo.the noun. the verb, or the main clause, you must add
it either before the head or after it. If you add it before the head.
the detection of modification can he indicated by an arrow
pointing foward. if you add it after. by an Ara% pointing back-
ward.

discourse. Verbal expressiiin in speech or writing: a coherent
and reasoned treatment of a subject: a lengthy treatment of a
subject: a conversation. James Moffett. Teaching the Cnirerse
vii Discourse. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.. 1968). pp,. 10-11:
"any piece of verbalization complete foe its original plepOSC...
James L. Kinneavy..4 Theory oftistourse (Lnglewood-Cliffs.
N.J.: Prentice-Hall. 19711. p. 4:

..)the full test I when feasible I of an or or written situation. it
does not denote necessarily a rational or 1 iracjilly coherent con-
tent. the discourse can he directet! to any aim of Unsnap or refer
to any kind of reality. it can he a poem. a conversation. a tragedy.
A poke. a seminar discussion. a full- lgngth history. :I periodical
article, an interview. a sermon. a IV a

discourse bloc. In a discourso: a unit of thought which is arranged
hiFrarchically with other units according to the functions they
sein the discourse. A bloc may' he several sentences or para-
graphs or a part of a single sentence. Willis Pitkin. Jr.. "Dis-
course Blocs." (*()//cge (*oiposition and Communicatinn
(Mit 1%9). 138-48.

dispositio. Also arrangement. Tlw second of the five traditional
canons or parts of rhetoric, having to do with ordering a dis-
course. Sec Iona

division. See classification
4

dolibleapeak. A type of evasive language. often marked by an
absence of specific authorship. in which the speaker or writer
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obscures the ideas and in which the generalizations and abstrac-
tions are rarely- supported by concrete details. Political speeches.

.0dvertising. and government reports are often the source of
doublespeak. For a working definit n. see Terence P. Moran.
"Public Doubkspeak: On Communica ion as.d Pseudocommuni-
cation.- C o l l e g e n4ltsh 36 (Septe r 1974). 1 I 2-1/4. The
NOTE Committee on Public Daub has produced the fol-
lowing publications: Hugh Rank. ed.. lattintagc and hthhc
PnIti (Vrbana. III.: tall_ 19341: Ditgriel Dieterich. ed..
Teaching alum! Amble-speak (Urbana. III.: NCTE. 1976. Ex-
ample "a crescendo of military moves against infiltration tar-
gets** the Pentapin Papyri

downllay. The second part of the intensify.downplay scheme
for teaching bas,c patterns of .ersuasion used in political propa-
ganda and in con mercial advertising. Downplay is a...emplished
by three means omission. the deliberate concealing or hiding
of information. diversion. the distracting of the rear frtoll key,
'oily( or important items: and confusion. the deliberate inclu-
sion of complications and complexities so that people "give up
Hugh Rank. "Intensify 'Downplay.- Otllege. knglitlt 341 iScp-
tenther 1977). 109-1 I. See also M fru sq

draMatic ethos. Fictional creations of llift% in literature, public
service advertisements. etc.. in which an image of virtue is cre-
ated for the character. Jim W. ('order. -Varieties of I- thical Ar-
gument. with Some Account of the Significance of i'thil% in
the Teaching of Composition.- 1-resionan frothsh Sews 6 (Win-
ter 1978). 14.

dramatistie framework. Or. dramaliqn method, A set of live
prohlem-solving probes answering the following questions curt-
corning a thought or evgnt: What ++:1S done (act)? When and
where was it done (scene)? Who did agent)? !low was it done
I 3gency)? and Why was it done (purpose)? Kenneth Burke..1
Grammar thanes (Ncw York: Prentice-1UL 1945). See
Pot fad

dualism. Also rhelurn al dualism. The theory of style. originating
in classical times. which sayg that ideas exist separately from
style and can he presented ire a variety of styles grand, plain.
middle. low. etc. depending upon the occasion. Louis T. Mille.
"Theories of Style and Their Implications for the Teaching of
Omposit ion.'' ( dirge l'mpatilion and (inunii aunt 16

(May 965). 67. See &ocean aesthetic mention
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dyadic -spgurnent. An argumentative situation in which the
speaker or writer directs the message to the audience he or she

seeks to change. Richard E.. Young. Alton L. Becker. and
Kenneth L. Pike. Rhetoric Disorery and Change (New York:
Harcourt. Brace & World. 1970). p. 273. See 'also triadic argu-
men!

1.

efficient ethos. The ability of a speaker or writer to meet an the
demands of a particular and limited rhetorical situation but not
to expand to thf structural and stylistic demands of a new rhe-
torical situat Certain folk heroes and archetypal figures.
such as Robin Hood and Beowulf. have this form of ethos Jim
W. Corder. "Varieties of Fthical Argument, with Some Account
of the Significance of ethos in the Teaching of Composition."
resitnsim English Se% (1 (Winter 19714). 14,

egocentric speech. An early speech habit of monologue and run-
ning comnentary that makes no attempt to see the world from
another person's point of view. Jean Piaget. The Language and
Thought of the Child. trans. Marjorie Gabain. 3d ed. (New York:
Humanities Press, 1959). p. 35:

Ego-centric tansuase os. as we have seen. the stoup made up by
the forst three of the categorses we have enumerated repetition.
monologue. and colkctore ononolugue All three have this in com
mon. that they consist of remarks that are not addressed to any
out, or not to anyone in partocular, and that they evoke no reac-
tion adapted to them on the part of anyone to whom they may
chance to he addressed

ejaculative. dkcoune. The mode of discourse characterized by
strong feeling or emotion. Philip Wheelwright. The orning
Fountain (Bloomington- Indiana University Press. 196X). pp.
58-68. Efample: -Damn it!" (

elaborated code. Speech forms which are not restricted to a pro-
vincial structure and which make it possible for the users to be
understood out of their own geographical. social. and cultural
environments: for exampk. the users of standard English have
more social and cultural mobility than the users of 'a localized
dialect. Basil Bernstein. *Ljnguage: Socialization and Sub-
cultures." Language and Sohn', Contert. ed. Pier Paolo 6iglioli
(iialtirnori- Penguin Books. 1972). pp. 163-64. See restricted
ci 'de
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eionetio. The third of /le five traditional canons or parts of
rhetoric that refers to the style of discount. See in k

motional argument. See ',who%

emotive function. The function of language that is focused on
the speaker or writer and aims at direct expressio of that per-
son's attitudt toward what lie or she is speaking r wnttEg
about. Attributing the term to A. Many. Roman Jak n uses
entnlar as one of the functions of language in "Linguistics and
Poetics.' Sri k in Laneuate. ed. Thomas A. SebeoR (New York
John Wiley A Sons and M.I.T. Press. 1960). pp. 350.77.

enactive repoyentation. In learning theory. the transferring of
experiences into a mental model of the world through the
learning of behavioral responses and forms of action. such .as
in learning to play tennis or to ski. Jerome S. Bruner. Thard a

I Thru ,p1 Initrug tom Itambridge. Mast Harvard University
t Press. Belknap Press. 1966t. p. I I ,

encoder. In communication theory. the speaker or writer of dis-
course. Used in the communication triangle of James L. Kin-
neavy in .1 nicti of hici mow (Englewood Cliffs. N.J.:
Prentice-fla11. 1971). p. 19.

English. Pretentious language that says nothing and is devoid of
the rhythms of contemporary speech. Ken Macrorie. Uptaught
tNew York Hayden Book to.. 19711. Exampk: "The youth of
today need to become aware that tradition is hard to break.
limes are changing. the ways of the.modern world are different.
and the contributions of OUf older generations cannot be de-
nied

enthymeme A term used by Aristotle in the Rlicharit to mean
a syllogism in which the premises are only generally true: today
it has come to mean a shortened syllogism #if any sort. Line
Cooper. ed. and trans.. The Mort, firre cof irrioth (New York
Appleton-Century.(rofts. p. 5

the enthv intone. Agmn. Is a kind oil syllogism, now every kind ool
%Vlhorthun 1411 within the provinke or t)r.slektot,. anJ mutt he
,tivtisned under Doalektot .11% a or h4k. 14 under tome hrainkh of
it t imwrquently the prmon with the o;karett insight tsitoo the
nature .)1 9114pasowi. who knows from what prerroury and on what
rmojet they may h< o no ru t tit will alto/ he ft," mutt expert on
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regard to enthymemes, one s he has mastered their special pros.
ince !of things contingent ind uncertain such as human actions
and their consequences!, and has learnt the diffeiences between
enthymemes and logical syllogisms. iThe latter are complete, and
yield an absolute demonstration.1

In the introduction to the Rhetoric; Lane Cooper says of the
enthymeme:

Hut, again, an enthymeme may he a maxim of one term; so law
coln's "All men are created equal.- Or, again, it may be a maxim
01 two terms, yet not syllogistic; such are all the Beatitudes:
"Blessed are the pure in heart. for they shall see God." The argu
inents good speakers actually use in persuasion are enthymemes.
ip xxvi

Eor a description of the enthymeme in modern rhetoric. see
Earl W. Wiley. "The Enthymenie: Idiom of Persuasion," Quar-
tertv Journal of Speech 42 (February 1256), 19-24:

Such precision id reasoning we leave to the needs of demonmra
lion. An enthymeme, on th.r other hand, is. one man's judgment
of the propriety of events in some conflict involving people:
being.contingent, it is not demonstration, and being controversial.
it is trained in argument. Patterns of the frame are various, and
these are designated by Aristotle as topics. (p. 19)

epideictic discourse. The kind of discourse for an occasion, some-
times called cere monial. discourse of the present. Lane Cooper,
ed. and trans., The Rhetoric of Aristotle (New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, 19321. p. 17. Examples: commemorative ad-
'dresses and speeches of censure or praise.

equivalence chains. Chains of words and phrases within the sen-
tence's of discourse that occur in the environment of other iden-
tical or almost identical elements. Zellig S. Harris, "Discourse
Analysis," Language 28 (1952), 1-30; reprinted in The Struc-
ture of Language, ed. Jerry A. Fodor and Jerrold J. Katz (Engle-
wood ('tiffs, N.J.: Pren tice-Hal1,1964), pp. 355-83:

Suppitse out lest contains the following four sentences: The trees
turn here ahout the middle of autumn,' The trees turn here aboUt
the end of October. The first frost comes afti7 tht; middle of au-
tumn. We start heating-alter the end of October. Then we may
say that the middle of autumn and the end of October are equiva-
lent because they occur in the same environment (The trees turn
here about and that this equivalence is carried over into the
litter two sentences. I p. 3601

It1; 2
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_Us** equivalence chains to refer to words and phrases having
the same referent, W. Ross Winterdwd illustrates how equiva-
lence chains give a paragraph coherence in The Contemporary
Writer (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1975), p. 114.
Example:

An interesting stylistic feature of the painting is the use of a
light source. The sun,or light bulb, or eye at the top of the paint-
ing radiates planes of light which provide the triangular structure.
This source of light is reminiscent of Goya's use of a light source
in "The Third of May," where the same triangufar. effect is ac-
complished.

eristic dialogue. A dialogue in'which otelurticipant aims at over-
powering the other. Chaim .Perelman and L: Olbrechts-Tyteca,
The New Rhetoric. trans. John Wilkinson and Purcell Weaver
(Notre Dame, Ind.: University of Notre Dame Press, 1969),
p. 37. See also heuristic dialogue.

ethos. Also ethical argument. An appeal based on the character
of the speaker: one of three means of persuasion: logos, pathos,
and ethos. Lane Copper, ed. and trans., The Rhetoric of Aristotle
(NeW York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1932), p. 8:

The character lethas1 of the speaker is a cause of persuasion
when the speech is so uttered as to make him worthy of belief;
for as a ride we trust men of probity more. and more quickly.
about things in general, while on points outside the realm of
exact knowledge, where opinion is divided, we trust them abso-
lutely.

For a recent analysis of ethost see Otis M. Walter, "Toward an
Analysis of Ethoc." Petwxylrattia Speech .4 nnsiat 21(1964), 37:

Eihos arises only when there is a strong need, only when the need
can hest he greified by another. and only when such reds are
perceived to hel'correctly or incorrectly) worthy.

See also Richard M. Weaver, The Ethics of Rhetoric (Chicago:
Henry Regnery Co., 1953). Jim W. Corder, in "Varieties of
Ethical Argument, with Some Account °Lte Significance of
Ethoc in the Teaching of Composition," Freshman English
.News 6 (Winter 1978). has identified the forms of ethos: dra-
matic. gratifying, functional, efficient, and generative. See each
of these and rhetorical situation.

exchange-value. The aspect tit' a, message which indicates how the
person receiving it should relate to the message and to the per-
son sending it. Richard M.-Coe, "The Rhetoric of Paradox."

28
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onposison in Rhetorh ed. William F. Tanner, 1;1 Dean
Bishop. and Turner S. Kohler (Denton: Texas Woman's Univer-
sity Press. 19,761. p. 6. Example: In asking. "How are you?"
the truth-ratite of the reply maY not be as important us the rela-
tionship established. See also truth-value.

existential sentence, From logic, traditionally a sentence which
directly asserts the existence of its subject by the use of the
copulative verb: "There is . .": "There are. . As an inven-
tive technique, the existential sentence ( is 1 ,:an he used to
link an abstraction to a concrete observation, thus translating
a generalization to one's own experience. Sec Donald C. Stewart,
The Morin I once I Pre-Writing APPwach to Student
Writing (Dubuque, Iowa: William ('. Brown. 1972), Example:
"Love is coming home from work and finding Your spouse pre-
paring dinner.

exordium. In traditional argument, the opening in which a writer
or speaker attracts the audience's attention, estahlilbes his or
her reliability. and creates a sense of good intentions. These

,purposes are often accomplished by an anecdote or illustration.
See argumentuth.

exploratory discourse. A classification of discourse concerned
with the process of finding and discovering probahilitles..Hiv
torically. "dialectic." "discovery." "inquiry. "heuristic. and
"essay" have been used synonymously for this kind of discourse.
James L. Kinneavy. .1 Theory of Discourse ifinelewood Cliffs.
N.J.: Prentice-Hull. 19711. pp. 96-106. Examples: dialogues.
seminars, diagnoses, tentative definitions.

---tIfFiriition. One of the traditional classifications of discourse
that has as a function to inform or to instruct or to present
ideas and general truths objectively. Exposition uses all of the
common organizational patterns such as definition, analysis,
classification, cause and effect. etc. Alexander Rain is believed
to have been the first to identify this as a mode of discourse in
tughsh l'HurpHsitimi and Rhetoric (American edition. New
York: D. Appleton & 18901.

expressive discourse. Discourse irriyhich the personal stake of the
Speaker in the discourse is the most thiminant feature, as in the
classical* distinction of poetic from rhetoric.

i

Expressive dis-
course is identified as a mode of discourse n Philip Wheel-
wright's The Mailing Fountain (Bloomington: Indiana Univer-
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say Press, 1968), pp. 69-70. James L. Kinneavy, in A Theory
of DISCIIilltr (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: kentice-HaU, 1971). pp.
393-449, also uses expressive as a classification of discourse
and gives the following examples: individual' diaries. Journals,
conversations. prayers; social minority protests, manifestos,
declarations of independence, religious credos.

extensive writing. The mode of writing that focuses upon sending
a message or communicating with mother. Janet Emig, The'
Computing Processes of Twelfth Graders. Research Report
No. 13 (Urbana, Ill.: NCTE, 1971), p. 4: "the domain explored

usually the cognitive: the.Wile is assured, impersonal, and
often reportorial." See also reflexive writing

extrinsic proof. Means of persuasion other than the art of speech.
Also called Inartistic proof or ot-artistic proq: Aristotle in
the Rhetoric lists torture, oaths, laws, witnesses, and contracts.
Brainwashing would he a form of extrinsic proof. 6

F

field. One of the three perspectives of tagmemic invention that "111
views data as orderly system' of relationships. Kenneth L. Pike,
"Language as Particle, Wave, and Field," Texas Quarterly 2

(Summer 1959), 37-54. See alsa Richard E: Young and Alton
L. Becker, "Toward a Modern Theory of Rhetoric: A Tagmemic
Contribution," Harvard Educational Review 35 (Fall 1965),
450-68. For elaboration of the tagmemic contributionlo com-
position, see Young, Becker, and Pike, Rhetoric: Discovry and
Change (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1970). For ex-
ample, a field description of a plant would partition the plant
into its parts or would place the plant into a classification of
other similar pla.,s in a taxonomical system. See also particle.
va re' . and.tagmetn ic invention.

figurative term.. In a metaphor, the thing to which the literal
term, or the thing being discussed, is compared. Laurence
Perrine. "Four Forms of Metaphor." College English 33 (No-
vember 1971), 125-38. Example: "Wit is the salt of conversa-
tion, not the food." Hazlitt. See also literal term

finite topics. A list of topics or set of questions that does not
allow for any additional topics or questions. W. Ross Winterowd,
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invention.- iiostronpl 'run Rietoru ('oat vpittai nal A-
ground with Reddig% (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
19751, pp. 41,42. 1: xampkt: Burke's Pentad.

forensic discoure. Also called nichetal di%( (dine, The kind of
discourse that concerns the justice or injustice of a past action.
Lane Cooper, ed. and trans., lift lactorh t,l Irmotle (New
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, lo321, p. 17: "to the fidicial
pleader belongs the past, for it is always with regard to things
already done that the one party accuses and the other defends."

xample the discourse of law courts:

form. the structure of the complete piece of discourse or of its
identifiable parts. form is often used in ntodern rhetoric as a
synonym for what was called dopocitio, organization, or ar-
rangement in traditional rhetoric. For a good discussion of form
in traditional rhetoric. see Idward P. J. Corbett. Classical fact-
(fu for th thulern Student, 2d ed. (New York: Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 1071). chap. 3, More recent definitions of tart
elude the following:

"the internal set of consistent relationships perceived in any
stretch of discourse, whether poem, play. essay. oration. or
whatever. . ." W. Ross Winterowd. -fliv,mifif) The Con-
cept of Form in Discourse.- 6)//c.ge Om(posititm and (.(nii
murthatials 22 ( February 10711. 41.

h, "comprises those elements in an expression that reflect the
attitude of the speaker and that tend ty control the audi-
ence's relation to the expression's subjeo matter and the
speaker.. . ." Keith Fort. "Form. Authority, and the Critical
1:ssaY." hlehsh 32 March 10711. (129-30,

c. "an arousing and fulfillment of desires...." Kenneth Burke,
"The Nature of Form." from ('winter- Statement. available
In ('»Itemp,iran Rhetoru 1 0i/wept/nil Background with
Bcaauu:%, cd. W. Ross Winterowd (New York: Harcourt
Brace Jovanvich. 1075i. pp. 183-90,

The essays quoted in the first two examples may also he found
in Winterowd's hook.

forni-oriented topic. topic or set of problem-solving probes
that produces w riting fitting a predetermined organizational
structure. By contrast. a content-oriented topic produces sub-
lect flatter. W. Ross Winterowd. "Invention." l'nritemtinrart
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Rheum( .11 Cum (pima/ Bac Aground with Readings (New
York: Harcourt Bra% Jovanovich, 19751. pp. 43.45. kxample:
Alton L. 'Becker's T-R-I (topic, restrietioft; illustration)..See
ontenboriented topic

free modifier. A sentence modifier such as I. nonrestrictive rela-
tive or subordinate clause or a noun, verb, or adjective cluster
which is added to the main or base clause of a sentence in
the initial; medial, or final position. Francis Christensen and

'Bonniejean Christensen, Voles Toward a ;Ne Rhetoric. 2d ed.
(New York: Harper & Row, 1978), p. 29. W. Ross Winterowd
calls them tugnidatire modifiers because they create the cumula-
tive sentence. See The Onitemporary Writer New York: liar -
court Brace Jovanovich. 1975), p. 363.

functional ethos. The form of etips that creates a mark of recog-
nition for the speaker of the diourse. Jim W. Corder, "Vari-
eties of Ethical Argument, with Some Account of the Signifi-
cance of Ethos in the Teaching of Composition," Freshman
English News 6 (Winter 19710, 14. Example: the ethos of ad-
vertising and brand names.

(;

generative ethos. A progressive form of ethical quality that is
in the process of making itself and of liberating its hearers.
Jim W. Corder. "Varieties of Ethical Argument, with Some
Account of the Significance of Ethos in the Teaching of Com-
position," Freshman English News 6 (Winter 1976). 14. Exam-
ple: the (.01(,% of the Gettysburg Address.

generative rhetoric. A collection of procedures for initiating, en-
couraging, and generating discourse: advice about the com-
posing process. See Robert M. Gorrell, "In Pursuit ofa Genera-
tive Rhetotic. Rhetoric Society Quarterly 7 (Winter 1977),
20-25. In the sense of Francis Christensen's generative rhetoric.
the term is a procedure for producing ideas based on the con-
cept that composition is essentially a process of addition. Francis
Christe n, "A Generative Rhetoric of the Sentence," College
((mimic thin arid Omununication 14 (October 1963), 155-61:
and "A ;enerative Rhetoric of the Paragraph," ( ?,liege Cnm-
pmition and entrimunication 16 (October 1965). 144-56. See

ire sentence.
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subbiedygook. Limp ge that is wordy and bombastic. byby
Maury Maverick, Congressman from Texas, and quoted in
Stuart Chase's Power 14 Words (New York; Harcourt. Brace
Jovanovich. 1954), p. 249, Chase defines gohhirth.suoA us
"using two, or three, or tat words in the place of one, or using
a five-syllable word where a single syllable would suffice.-

god term. The expression hsneath which all otherkxpressions are
ranked ',4 subordinate and whose force fixes the wale according
to which all other terms can he ranked. Kenneth Burke. .
Grammar Amur% I New York: Prentice-Hull. 1945). pp.
106-13. Richard M. Weaver. The t. thiev 1)1 Rhe n PM. (Chicago:
HrorneyyR.egnery C o., 1953). p. 212. Examples: "progress.

good reasons. From canc.., a number of statements consistent
with each other. offered in suppIrt of an might proposition or
(A a value judgment, Karl R. Wallace. "The Substance of Rhet-
&ie. Good Reasons." Quarterh. Jmiral ,).1' Speech 49(0i:toiler
1(4)3. 234 -44.

grammar of coherence. A grammar of form involving a set of
consistent relationships, beyond case and syntax called t ransi-
Min.% There are seven of these relationships:.

I. coordinate. expressed by and or its synonyms: Itirtherore.
in addition, pH),

2, observative. expressed by bra or its synonyi i eI. is, cerer.
I Ill the falter hand.

3. causative. expressed by tiir.

4. conclusive.. expressed by s,) or its synonyms: there,Nre, thus.
Iht% reavm,

5. alternative. expressed by

b. inclusive. expressed often by a colon or the relationship of
an example to a generality..

7. sequential. expressed by "first second third." "earlier
later," etc.

W. Ross Winterowd. "The Grammar of Coherence." 0)//eR('
highs); 31 (May: 19701. )428-35i Reprinted in ("moon'', irari
Rite fia.1( I ("mu eptual liackgroultd with Readings, ed. W. Ross
Winterowd (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovicli. 1975
pp. 225-33.
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setiontor of style. The set of conventions that governs the con-
stauction of a composition: the Cr INKS that a writer uses to
select the stylistic materials. method of reanisation, and pat-
tern or structure to prepare a particular composition. Winston
Weathers. "Grammars of Style: New Optiottn Composition."
Frei innan Enahth ,Wwr 4 Minter 19761. 2: "This 'grammar'
defines and establishes the boundaries in which a composition
must take place and defines the communication goals to which
a composition is committed."

grapholeet. A national written language distinguished historically
and structurally from any dialect. It is edited (freed of the erro-
neousutterances and false starts of the speaker). analyzed (sep-
arated into sequential units, phonemes, and words). delayed
(learned as a second language with greater reflection and elabo-
ration than that used to learn to speak), and stabilized (can be
stored). Einar Ilaugen. "Linguistics and Language Planning."
Sfit oditiotunni %. ed. W. Bright (The Hague: Mouton Publishers.
1966 ). pp. 50-71.

gratifying ethos. The quality of a*speaker that fulfills a need of
the hearer which the hearer judges to be a worthy need. Jim W.
('order. "Vaneties of Ethical Argument, with Some Account of
the Significance of EtIrm in the Teaching of Composition."
I. 'Tatman 1:01110 t.. 6 (Winter 1978), 14. Example: the
erhm of television entertainers.

It

headword. The word, usually a noun, in a piece of descriptive
writing to which descriptive detail concerning qualities or attri-
butes is added. Francis Christensen. "A Lesson from Heming-
way."( '()Ilege Englols (October 19631, 12-18:reprinted in Francis
Christe-sen and Bonniejean Christensen. Sfacv T, 'ward a New
Rlset,ern . 2d ed. (New York: Harper & Row, 1978). pp. 45-60.
Example "the lift bow% with their buds almost like flowers."

heuristic. (noun) A method of solving problems: a series of steps
or questions which are likely to lead to a solution of a problem.
There are two kinds ofheuristies: a taxonomy of the sorts of
solutions that have been found in the past; and an epistemolog-
ical heuristic, a method of inquiry based on assumptions about
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hos4- something comes to he known, Sonic osumples of recent
heuristics AN Butke's Pentad and Young. Hecker. and Pike's
frankly. wave. and Add, Ior a good iliscimion of heuristic pro-
cydures.Csce Richard I., Young. "Invention: A topographical

rvyy trio how t' 'um/won't', /o HthlhlJruphttul t, %Vas t. ed,
Lay Tate I Fort Worth Texas Christian University Press. 10t.
pp, I-43. *byre he defines Iscsohth Js "specific plaits for amp
ly/ing and searching which focus attention, guide tV.M11. 01111(1
late memory and encourage intuition." 1 p. I

heurit dialsur. A %1IJIngtsv in which thy participants search
honestly anti without hiss for the hest solution or answer to j
problem. Cliaitn Perelman and L. OlbreghtsTyteca. Flu C%
Riirturio trans. John Wilkinson and Purcell Weaver t Nifty
Name. University of Notre flame Prem. lobo). p. 37.

1)141..itisc . wt ,ontatlet ut not .tippowd if. ht. .1

'^ hit II Olt' pJf 11Mt1. of uno,a scow 0,111,11.,(1. dettntl their
It"As. hill Win.' .1 .lit utlom, in *hit h mtrlo,n

to ward' liont..II %Ohm, h14 Ito Ilit ht..1 ohition to J
simirottothsl problem I ri,nii ,onttoilpoJt) %filo% Mho If
this t'ilti01% %lc% ruin! J. Asc.iin.1 Iht vrittit mit.. hold Ihjt

Ale OvAl motitnivnt tut tc4Oung ohivoityl list

Set' 41%4)4 rh.'i4 41144:41,

historical rhetorical research. Kest:tiftli that Inesfigalt,'s histor-
ically given theories of rhetoric and produces inftrmation about
them and their historical or yomparatise relationships. Martin
Steinmann, Jr., "Kheteicall Rescara.- .%ct) Rhchort s, ed.
Martin Stemmann. Jr. (New York harks Sohner's. Sons.

tit,' I. p. Z6.

hyperbole. rhetorical figure composed ()I exaggerated words or
ideas usyd fur emphasis or effect and not t by 141,01 1(4.04
I %atypic "..n apply .1 do. keeps the doctor away.-

41,

iconic representation. In learning theory. the transferring of ev
oynynyes Into a mental model of thy world through visual or

nsory wit.int/J hurl or the use of summarising images. that is,
thrum: ") the perceptions. Jerome S. Bruner. hi)) art/ /he nr

I of 111%/rtfg P.M (Cambridge. Mass.. Harvard University Press.
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Belknap Press. 196hi. p, 10.11. 13: "If at first is rattle is to
shake' and 'a hole is to dig.' later they are somehow *tumble
for conceivuhk without action,- (p. 131

ideatkmal function. The use of language for the expression of
content. Through this function sneak& or writers embody
their experiences of the real.world including the world of their
own Of miou.nm their reactions. perceptions. and linguistic
acts of speaking and understanding. The ideational function also
involves expression of logical relathms such as coordination.
apposition. modification. and the like. M. A. K, Ilalliday. tido
raln N1 the fit* 11rs% r,J lawrifoir (New York: 1.1sevier-
North Holland Publishing Co,. 1977. pp, 29ff. 97.9/1. See also
M. A. K. Halliday, teaming /lo t, Mean (London: Udward
Arnold. 1975). pp. 17(1 See also Interpermnal took tuns and
fr.% mat /um roan

identification. The process of identifying one's ways with another
while retaining one's 'own identity. and thus understanding
another in his m her dramatistic role. Kenneth Burke. "Rhet-
oric Old and New," linen./ of tivneral Et/n(4411s (April
15 I ). 202-4). Sec .also Burke's Rlseuv,ris (4 Motive% (Berkeley
University of California Press. 1969). pp. 19ff. 55ff "fou per-
Wads' a man only insofar as you can talk his language by speech.
gesturu. tonality. order. image. attitude. idea. identoim, your
ways with his." (p. 551 See also druntatith frarnewur4

illocutionary act. The act performed by a speaker or writer in
saying something, for ample. informing. cirdering. warning.
stating. J. L. Austin. llrri t(y4)( Thing ith lt'nrds (Cambridge.
Mass. Harvard University NIA. 192i. p. 9K:

1,, determine *hat illocutionary Act is so pertionted we must
.1c-fermate in what tary wr err eve the locution asking 11
an...enrol r questi,m. giving some information or an assurance or
a warning, announcing a verdict or an intention. pronouncini sets-

anaking an appointment or an Appeal or a criticism. making
an ident itication or giving a descripiion.nd ihr numerous like

See also John K. Searle. Spcci .1/ is (Cambridge: At the Uni-
sersity Press. 1%')). pp. 54-7 I.,See speech t th*

implied audience. The audience imagined by a wrj before corn-
pomtion . the writer predicts this audience's probable response to
unit understanding and imagined projection of himself or herself.
chain) Perelman and 1. 01hreclits-Tyteca.Ritt'roriqui. ci
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/itip Minix Newt liniverotairA Jr Frath'e, VA:), pp
Expanded in E, Hie' h. tI "mlw`ttlost
cap University chicaso Prow 1977, pp .!7.28

Imprisahattlim. licsardins style in rhetoric. the application lit
metaphorical labels to styles. such as "ma ultras," "staccato,"
"flowing." etc. and the Attempt to evalihtc styles in thew
WHIM Kis:hard Ohmann, "Generative Grammar. and the. ton.
cept or literary Stxic," %co RiierIre %. et! Martin Steinmann.
Jr. (New York, Scribner'. Sons, p lo

inartiatk proof. See ui mow, pt

indhridualhot, nwniMm. Aetheory of style as the sl)nantiv. espres-
.ion of a 'writer's xersonality. !laving as its onion perhaps Plato,
it has its modern roots in Montaigne. Louis I Miiic. -Theories

. of St) le and Their implications lin the leaching of t omposi-
non,- 1 4.84.g4. 'MPIptiII.I.M 1111(1( asormwin WWII It) I MaV 1')1'
(17

inferred topic sentence. A topic not stated by the writer but ctn
.trued by the reader from several sentences of a paragraph.
Richard Braddock, -The hewn-414:y and Placement of topic
Sentences in 1' spository Prose:" Reu.a.4 II /44 on, /4.44 hone
1.4tehsis $ I Winter 19741, zg -.102 See u

informative disenurse. Discourse that Ii1/4.uses on providing the
receiver with information. An 'informative statement is mea-
sured by its factuality. its comprehensiveness. and the degree
of predictability of the information given. 1 hree kinds of infor-
mation have been distinguished by James I.. Kinneavy: syntac-
tic Ilhe words or word-strings). semantic I what and how much
information about reality the discourse gives). and pragmatic
I the relevance of the information to the listener or reader). For
a complete discussion. see lames 1. 1:Anne:ivy. I Tin i4ri 04,
maw nelewod . Prentice -hall. 19711, pp. 89.014.

I. samples news artneles. reports. summaries. textbooks. non
technical encyclopedia articles. See also ri/eailf /01 ,,tthlftI!
%'/Itan/U grog grmangggg. II( igtIg,rgtatigggt

intensify. The first part of the intensify downplay schema for
teaching basic patterns of persuasion used in political propa-
panda and commetcial advertising. Intensification is accom-
plished by repetition. association or linking. and composition
(pattern and arrangement using design. variations in sequen1/4e.

'3*
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' and variation% in proportion that add to the tome of worth,
imagoi, and movemenhi, Hugh Rank, "Intenaily,Downplay,"

Atehth 39 iSeptember 19771, 1094 1 Sic also

intirrinarvianatiun The idea that words are mutually dependent
upon one another for their meanings and that no word can he
Judged good or had, correct pr incorrect. or anything elan. in
isolation. I. A. Iticharthi. rhr Philooviht Ithritsrof (New
York Oxford University PTOUI. 14)(151, pp 47-66 -the effects
on *lolls of their combination .in sentences. and how their
meaning depends upon the other words befOrr and after them
in the sentence." ip 471 .

inteclocutor A participant in a dialogue or conversation.

interpersonal function. The use of language in the establishment
and maintenance of human relationdupS. the expression of
comments. attitudes. and valuations and the expretwon of the
relationship between the speaker and the listener. M, A. K.

trp/oristrmi in the /roil moo r,l hoiguitile INew
York 11sevier-North Holland Publishing Co,, 197'7). pp, 33IT.
9/4-99...See also M. A. K. Itilliday. ti.arrisorit /bah. ni Ilrun (Lon-
don 1-kks.ird Arnold. 197.ii. pp I 7rr See also tiliatifrial
lit.'s and t, stoat Iron tem,

Inwood° Sir nich e:

invention, In Latin. oil eirno The first of the five classical divi-
sions or canons of rhetoric. Invention is concerned with dis-
covering the available means of persuasion in any situation the
finding of arguments. In classical rhetoric, Aristotle defined the
Kish issues of finding arstionefits; and these were espanded by
Cicero and Quintile:an. In modern rhetoric, stivilitsfm is the art
or the discovery of tolue:t matter of discourse and is often used
synonymously with pren,firose Recent developments in the an
of invention have been Kenneth Burkes Pentad t 1 GrafilMdr
Shim INes York. Prentice -Hall. 194511. prewriting ID.
(cordon Rohman. -Pre-Writing. The Stage of Discovery in the
Writing .Proccw... (*candies. et Impmstrfirt aml Cemmirifir4 alum 16
I May 1%51. 106-121. and lagmemic invention (Richard E.
Young. Alton L. Becker. and Kenneth L. Pike. Rhetoric 01%.

and Chattily. 1New York Illakouit. Brace & World.
For a complete discussion of invention. its history and

rote in modern rhetoric. see Richard E. Young. -Invention A
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1010041114 AI StinreV." 4.44 ut* 04 I Of 111,010.0104I,
i* id I otai t ed 60) tate f t oil Worth Irsayit Istotian I'nort-
s*4 Press. 1411. pp I-43

Irony the toe of an esprrsoon 1u cloey the IlIppoidic or its
Ideal rue/nuns, an m4,01101414 hetsseen *hat is esmsAed and
what actallls. tkAtlin In literaltirt, irony I. often used for
humor or tot rhetorical effeet 11 is often achieved 4110WInst
the audience 'n reader to understand an inomoruity Nosey,'
%MIAM," OW the speeche. c'llaraciers who rentain unaware of
the irony I tir ,o hthltography on irtmy, see Wayne (' Booth,
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meaning potential . 35

a.,

literary discourse. Discourse which focuses on the message itself
for its artistic or aesthetic value. See James L. Kinneavy, A
Theory of Discour.,,e (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall.
1971), pp. 307-92. Examples: short story, lyric, joke, drama,
ballad, short' narrative.

litotes. A deliberate understatement for emphasis. Example:
saying ''They seem to like each other" for "They never let
each other out of their sights."

locutionary act. Also utterance act. The act of a speaker or
writer of producing the sounds or graphic symbols with a sense
and a reference. J. L. Austin, //t)w to Do Things with Words
(Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1962), pp. 99-109.
See utterance act and speech act theory.

logos. Also logical argument In classical rhetoric, the means of
persuasion by demonstration of the truth, real or apparent.
.Lane Cooper. ed. and trans.. The Rhetoric of Aristotle (New
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1932), p. 9. See rhetorical
situation

manipulative domain. The area of educational goals dealing
with motor skills.

mathetic function. The function of language for the purpose of
learning about' reality: identification of the self and explora-
tion of the npriself. M. A. K. Halliday, Learning flow to Mean
(London: Edward Arnold, 1975). pp. 73-75. 106-8: "This is
the primary context for the evolution of the ideational systems
of the adult language: classes of objects, quality and quantity,
transitivity and the like. The context in which these system
evolve is that of the observation of how things are." (p. 106)
Examples: the grouping of objects into classes such as house-
hold objects or part% of the body, and the introduction of prop,
cities than can accompany object names (e.g.,.blue- ball, two
pencils)

meaning potential. Sets of options or alternative meanings avail-
able to a speaker or writer in a specific environment; what a
speaker "can mean." determined by the social structure, with
what the speaker "can say" being a realization of it. M. A. K.
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Halliday, Explorations in the Functions of Language (New
York: ElsevierNorth Holland Publishing Co., 1977), pp. 43ff.
Example from Halliday: A mother wants to reprimand' her son
for playing at a dangerous building site. She may make a rule
based on her authority as his parent, or she may appeal to rea-
son. She may relate the situation to general situations or deal
with the particular situation. She may deal with the physical
dangers involved (be object-oriented) or she may cohcentrate on
herself or the child (be person-oriented). She may deal with her
son as an individual or as part of the family. All of these option?
constitute the "meaning potential." (p. 51)

(
memoria. From classical rhetoric, the ourth part or canon' of

rhetoric that co,cerns aiding the m rization of speeches. No
longer much cobsidered in modernthetoric.

mental modes. A classification of discourse that incluties reverie
and persuasion. Leo Rockast/odes of Rhetoric. (New York:
St. Martin's Press, 1964), p. 219: "Persuasion is abstract reverie,
just as reverie is concrete persuasion. If reverie is what the mind
privately talks itself into, persuasion is what the mind publicly
talks others into."

metalingual. A category ofiliscourse that includes language about
language. All grammars are essentially metalinguai. Roman

) Jakobson. "Linguistics and Poetics," Vole in Language. ed.
Thomas A. Sebeok (New York: John Wiley & Sons and M.I.T.
Press, 19601. pp. 350-77.

metaphor. A figure of speech in which a word is transferred from
its literal meaningone with which it may be identified. Meta-
phor differs from simile' in that neither "like" nor "as" is. used.
Aristotle calls metaphor of utmost value in both poetry and
prose: "It is metaphor above all else that gives clearness, charm.
and distinction lo the style: and the use of it cannot be learned
from without." Lane Cooper, ed. and trans., The Rhetoric of
.lristotle (New York Appleton-Century-Crofts. 1932), p. 187.
Quintitrancalls metaphor the most beautiful of all tropes in The
lustitutioOratoria of ,Quintilian. trans. H. E. Butler ( London:
William Heinemann, 1921), VIII, vi, 4:

It is nut merely so natural a turn of speech that it is often em-
ployed unconsciously or by uneducated frersons, but it is in itself
No attractive and elegant that however distinguished thelanguage
in which it is embedded it shines forth with a light that is all its
Own.
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For a recent discussion, see Laurence Perrine. "Four Forms of
Ilphor." College English 33 (November 19711. 125-38. Ex-
e: "Debt is a bottomless sea." -Carlyle.

et4

metarhetorical research. Research that investigates theories of
rhetoric and that produces additional theor3h to-describe the
properties of adequate theory. Martin Steinmann. Jr.. "Rhe-
torical Research," Nett' Rhetoric's. ed. Martin Steinmann. Jr.
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. 1967. p. 25:

An adequate metatheory does such things as'speocifYing what an
adequate theory must explain I exercise of rhetorical ability) :Ind
what methods of discovery and verification it must use, and expli-
cating rhetorical concepts like purpose and context.

metonymy. Substitution of an associated word for what is meant.
Example: saying "top brass" for "military officers."

mimetic modes. A classification of dist:obi-se that is based on the
imitation of "human talk" and that includes drama and dia-
logue. eco Rockas. .1/(,(/(, of Rhetoric (New York: St. Martin's
Press. 1964 ).

moat4--of language. An ipiage of the function of language. As
children grow, they expand their understanding of the following
set of functions:

instrumented use of language as a means of getting things
done:

regulatory use of language to regulate the behavior of others:
intent( tiotal use of language in the interaction between the
self and others;

pervinu/ use of language as a form of individuality:
heuristic use of language as a means of learning about things:
imagnatire use of ldnguage to create an environment:
refire equational use of language to communicate about
some hing: to express propositions.

M. A. . Halliday. Evplorations in the Lune tiiins of Language
(New Y Elsevier-North Holland Publishing Co., 1977. pp.
3 -12.

mode of discourse. A category or classification of discourse. Tra-.
ditionally: description, narration. exposition, and argumenta-
tion- first established by Alexander Bain, Eng/i.sh (',,,:position
and Rhetoric. (American edition. New York: D. Appleton &

f3
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I-to., 1890). See each category separately. Recently shortcomings
have been pointed out in These categories. See. for example,
James Britton et al., The Development of Writing Abilities
(11-181(London: Matmillan Education, 1975), IS 4:

First, it should be noted that they [the traditional Modesl are
derived from an examination of the finished prodikts of pro-
fessional writers, from whose work come both the categories and
the rules for producing instances of them. The tradition is pro-
foundly prescriptive and shows little inclination to observe the
writing process: its concern is with how people slou/d write,
rather than with how they do.

More recent classifications of modes of discotirse are: Philip
Wheelwright, The Burning Fountain (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1968), pp. 59-68: expressive. poetic. ejacula-
tire, literal, logical, phatic: James Moffett,' Teaching Hie Uni-
verse of Discinitte (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1968): reflec-
tion, conversation. orrespondence, putification: and James L.

. Kinneavy, A Theory of Discourse ((nglewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1971): :expressive, referential, literary, persua-
sive. For a complete discUssion oY modes of discourse, see
Frank J. D'Angelo, "Modes of Disco e," Teaching Composi-
tion: 10 Bibliographical Essays, ed. Gary Tate (Fort Worth:
Texas Christian University Press, 1976), pp. 111-35.

movements of mind.' Plans of organization in discourse that are
directly related to patterns and habits in thinking. The analysis
of how each paragraph or section of an essay develops the main
idea Eintfie whole essay reveals these movements. Richard L.
Larson, "Invention Once More: A Role for Rhetorical Analysis,"
College English 32 (March 1971), 665-72:

if the student, that is, can see how the composers of essays repre-
sent their minds moving, pulling together, organizing, and extend-
ing data, he may see a range of 'possible plans open to him in
working with his data. He may also understand that a plan for

' organizing ideas can also be a plan of inquirya plan for gathering
Ideas. I p. 672)

narratio. The second part of the traditional argument in which
background information is given and the circumstances impor-
tant to the argument are provided. See arguinentation.

narration, The classification of discourse that tells a story or
relates an event. It organizes the events or actions in time or
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relates them in space. Relying heavily on verbs, prepositions,
)and adverbs, narration generally tells what happened, when it
happened, and where it happened. Narration was identified as a
mode of discourse by Alexander Bain in English Composition
and Rhetoric (American edition,' New York: D. Appleton &
Co., 1890). See Leo Rockas, Moth., of Rhetoric (New York:
St. Martin's Press, 1964), pp. 81-1 1 1,

nonfinite topics. A set of problem-solving probes that is not
considered closed and allows for questions that are not covered
by the list. W. Ross Winterowd, "Invention,- Contemporary
Rhetoric .4 Conceptual Background with Readings (New York:
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. 1975). pp. 41-42. Example: meth-
ods of paragraph development such as analogy, cause and effect,
definition, and so on.

0

overdetermination. An overabundance of causes and reasons: an
excess of motivating factors. From Freudian psychology. For a
discussion of the term's relationship to rhetoric. see Richard M.
Coe. "Rhetoric 2001.- reshmun English News 3 (Spring 1974).
3.

Oxford .philosophers. A group of philosophers of language who
contend that because hypothetical and mathematical models are
too limited for language analysis, the proper place for analysis
is found in the meanings find structures of ordinary language as
it is actually spoken or written. Led by Ludwig Wittgenstein
Philosophical Investigations (New York: Macmillan Co.. 1953)
the group includes Gilbert Ryle and J. L. Austin. For applica-
tion of their ideas to composition theory: see Frank Rice and
Paul Olson. Currictihtin in English (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1970-73).

oxymoron. A rhetorical figure in which two contradictory terms
are brought together. Example: "deafening silence."

P

paradigmatic analysis. The structural analysis of a text in which a
paradigm or overall pattern or schema is formed by extracting
certain sentences or other linguistic elements from their sequen-
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tial order. The analysis is based on semantic or syntactic repeti-
tion that seems to be related to the conceptual pattern. The
analysis may use the original sentences, may recast the sen-
tences into simpler form using transformational analysis (such
as passive to active), or may use sentence paraphrases. Claude
Levi-Strauss used this technique in analyzing recurring patterns
in myth. Frank J. D'Angelo, in A Conceptual Theory of. Rhet-
oric. (Cambridge, Mass.: Winthrop Publishing Co.. 1975). chap.
6, uses the technique to determine the underlying organiza-
tional pattern of complete essays, and he points out that the
underlyinefatterns, such as definition, classification, partition.
exemplification, enumeration, etc.. resemble those found in
traditional composition texts.

paragraph. A description of a unit of prose involving unity of
thought and purpose and usually the presence of several sen-
tences. Alexander Bain is believed to have first developed the
rules for the construction of paragraphs. See Paul C. Rodgers,
Jr.. "Alexander Bain and the Rise of the Organic. Paragraph."
Quarterk Journal of Speech 51 (Decerfther 1965)..399-408.
For the history of the paragraph and a discussion of recent
theory. see Virginia Burke, The Paragraph: Dancer in Chains."
Rheb)rie flies tor A pplication. ed. Robert M. Correll
(Champaign, I .. NCTE. 1967), pp. 37-44. and Virginia Burke,
The Paragraph in Context (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1969).
Francis Christensen, in "A Generative Rhetoric of the Para-
graph.** College Composition and Communication 16 (October
1965), 144-56. defines the paragraph as a "sequence of struc-
turally related sentences** related by coordination, subordina-
tion. or a mixture of the two. For a synthesis of recent theory
about paragraphs, see "Symposium on the Paragraph." College
Composition and Omuntini Cation 17 (May 1966). 60-87. See
also Richard L. Larson, "Structure and Form in Non-Fiction
Prose." Teaching Onnposition: Ph Bibliographical Essays. ed.
Gary Tate (Fort Worth: Texas Christian University Press. 1976),
pp. 63-71.

paragraph bloc. A group of paragraphs that work together to
develop a maior .segment of thought in a piece cif discourse;
one of the main points. closely resembling a major heading in an
outline, that is being developed in an essay. William F. Irmscher.
The 1101t Guide to English (New York: Holt. Rinehart & Win-
ston. 1976). pp. 99-102:
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The paragraph bloc is a unit of discourse that has not been given
adequate recognition or study until recently. Its meaning is
closely related to the political use of the word bloc. In politics.
a bloc is a group of people who work together for some common
cause. In discourse, a bloc is a group of paragraphs that work
together to develop a Major segment of thought. (p. 100)

See discourse bloc!

particle. One of the three perspectives of tagmemic invention
that views data as discrete contrastive bits. Kenneth L. Pike.
"Language as Particle, Wave. and Field," Texas Quarterly 2
(Summer 1959). 37-54. See also Richard E. Young and Alton L.
Becker. "Toward a Modern Theory of Rhetoric: A Tagmemic
Contribution. Ilarrard Eduational Review 35 (Fall 1065).
450-68. For elaboration of the tagmemic contribution to com-
position. see Young. Becker. and Pike. Rhetoric: Disc and
Change (New York: Harcourt. Brace & World. 1970). For ex-
ample. a particle description of a tree would emphaSize the
features that distinguish it from other trees. See also field,
wave, and tag emit invention

partitio. The fourth part of the traditional argument that divides
the argument into the steps that will be followed in support or
illustration of the proposition: Example: "Three reasons can he
seen why the parking lot should he removed." See argumenta-
tion

pathos. Also emotional argumoent. The means of persuasion in
classical rhetoric that appeals to the audience's emotions.-Lane
Cooper. ed. and trans., The Rhetoric- of Aristotle (New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts. 1932). p. 9: "Secondly. persuasion
is effected through the audience, when they are brought by the
speech into a state of emotion: for we give very different deci-
sions under the sway of pain or joy, and liking or hatred." See
rhetorical situation.

pedagogical rhetorical research. Research that investigates the
. ability to ...ach oral and written composition and that produces

theories about teaching rhetorical ability. Martin Ste ann.
Jr.. "Rhetorical Research." New Rhetorits. ed. Martin in-
mann. Jr. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. 1967). pp. 25 -_

pedagogical stylistics. Teaching students to develop style in
writing. W. Ross Winterowd. "Style." 0:temporar Rhetoric
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'A Conceptual Background with Readings (New York: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1975), pp. 25-90.

Pentad. In rhetoric, the set of five problem-solving probes devel-
oped by Kenneth Burke which answer the following questions
concerning a thought or event: What was done (act)? When and
where was it done (scene)? Who did it (agent)? How was it done
(agency)? and Why was it done (purpose)? This dialectic method
can serve as a heuristic for composition, both as a set of inven-
tive procedures and as a structural pattern for some kinds of
writing. As Burke explainsin "Questions and Answers about
the Pentad," College Ciomposition and Communication. 29
(December 1978), 330-35: and A Grammar of Motives (New
York: Prentice-Hall, 1945)-he is concerned with a literary
theory that views language as a mode of action, as "dramatistic."
In The llolt Guide to English (New York: Holt, Rinehart &
Winston, 1976, pp. 29-30), William F. Irmscher identifies the
questions raised by act, agent, scene, means, and purpose as a
way of gathering resources for writing. In The Contemporary
Writer (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1975, pp.
8289), W. Ross Winterowd illustrates how to apply those ques-
tions to an already existing text: What does it say? Who wrote
it? In what source was it published? What is its purpose?

Two important articles have appeared recently that help
apply the Pentad to the teaching of writing. In "burke for the
Composition Class," College Composition and Communication
28 (December 1977), 348-51, Philip .M. Keith illustrates how
Burke's theory can help place the teacher in a dialectical situa-
tion with a student's paper. Joseph Comprone, in "Kenneth
Burke and the Teaching of Writing," College Composition and
Communicatioh 29 (December 1978), 336-40, points out that
the Pentad can place writers in the context of agents acting on
an audience through words. Prewriting could concentrate on the
agent and scene as they move toward formulating purposes. The
first draft could consider scene, agency, and agent and could
answer questions provoked by the Pentad. Finally, in revision
and editing, the Pentad could provide a systematic reconsider-
ation.

performance. A person' actual use of language, which involves
factors other than the internalized set of linguistic rules
governing the language. Other factors involved in performance
are the beliefs of the speaker concerning the situation and
principles of cognitive structure such as memory restrictions.

4 8
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Noam Chomsky, appendix to Eric -,-leberg's Biological Foun-
dations of Language (New York stn Wiley & Sons. 1967);
reprinted in Chomsky's languadie u. d Mind (New York: Har-
court Brace Jovinoseich, 1972), pp. 115-60. See also compe-
tence

performance utterance. A type of discourse in which the issuing
of the utterance is also the performing of an action. J. L. Austin.
low to Do Things with Words (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press. 1962). p. 6. Examples: "I bet." "I name this
ship the Queen Mary."

periphrasis. Substitution of a descriptive word or phrase fort.
proper noun. For example, the Denver Broncos are called the
"Orange Crush."

perlocutionary act. The effect on the hearer or reader brought
about by speaking or writing; for example. convincing, per-
suading, misleading. J. L. Austin. low to Do Things with Words
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1962), p. 101. See
.speech act theory

peroratio. The eighth or last of the traditional part; of an argu-
ment that serves as the conclusion in which key points are sum-
marized, a major point is stressed, or future action is recom-
mended. See argioneatathm.

persona. From the Latin persona for mask. In rhetoric or litera-
ture, the voice or mask that the author puts on 'for a particular
purpose: the created character who speaks to the reader and
who may or may not bear resemblance to the real author. For a
discussion of persons, see Walker Gibson, Persona: A Styk Study
for Readers and Writers (New York: Random House, 1969):

We use the word, then, in a metaphorical sense it is as if the
author, as he "puts on his act" for a reader, wore a kind of dis-
guise, taking on. for a particular purpose, a character who speaks
to the reader. This persona may or may not hear considerable
resemblance to the real author, sitting there at his typewriter; in
any case, the created speAer is t.trtainly less complex than his
human inventor. (p. 3)

personification. The act of attributing (human qualities or attri-
butes to an animal or inanimate object. Example: -The grey-

, ey'd morn smiles on the frowning night, I Chequering the east-
ern clouds with streaks of light." Shakespeare. Romeo and
Juliet. act II. scene 3.
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persuasive discourse. The kind of discourse primarily focused on
the receiver of the message. attempting to elicit a specifie action,
emotion, or conviction. From the time of Corax, c rhet-
oric was traditionally thought of as the art of penuasio For
a complete discussion, see James L. Kinneavy. A Theory o is-
ourse (Englewood Cliffs, NJ.: Prentice-Hall, 1971), pp. 2

301. Examples: political speeches, religious sermons. legal ora
tory. advertising.

phatic communion: The nonreferential use of language for the
,,, purpose of contact: ritualized formulas that prolong communi-

cation, attract the attention of the listener. or sustain his or her
attention. Bronislaw Malinowski. "The Problem of Meaning id
Primitive Languages," supplement to C. K. Ogden and I. 9%.
Richards, The Meaning of Meaning (New York: Harcourt;
Brace & Co., 1927), pp. 296-336. Elaborated in Roman Jakob-
son, "Linguistics and Poetics," Stylein Language. ed. Thomas
A. Sebeok (New York: John Wiley & Sons and M.I.T. Press.
1960). pp. 350-77. Example: "Hello, how are you?"

planning. The act of oral and written establishment of elements
and parameters either before or during writing. Prewriting oc-
curs once, but planning occurs many times. Janet Emig. The
Composing Processes of Twelfth Graders. Research Report No.
13 (Urbana, Ill. NOTE, 1971), p. 39.

plurisipiation. The characteristic of a symbol in expressive dis-
course of having more than one legitimate reference: that is.
the tendency of symbols to have multiple meanings. Philip
Wheelwright. The Burning Fountain (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press. 1968). pp. 81-86.

poetic function. The function of language which focdses on the
message for its own sake: the message itself is its sore purpose.
Since classical times. poetic has referred to the body of princi-
ples concerning the nature of poetry. Today it is often used in
reference to the "aesthetic principles" of any literary form.
Poe tic is part of the scheme of functions presented in Roman
Jakobson. "Linguistics and Poetics," Style in Language. ed.
Thomas A. Sebeok (New York: John Wiley & Sons and M.I.T.
Press. 1960). pp. 350-77.

polysyndeton. The use of conjunctions between each word.
phrase, or clause. Example: "For what avail the plough or sail. /
Or land or life, if freedom fail?"--Emerson. Boston.
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pragmatic inforniation. The relevance of information to the re-
ceiver of a piece of informational discourse: any logical infer-
ence which is not obvious to the listener or reader becomes in-
formation, and the content of the statement becomes a work-
able, not just a theoretical, concept. See informative discourse

pragmatics. The study of the use of signals of language with their
meanings by writers or speakers or by the audience in actual
speech pr writing situations. Rudolf ('arnap, Introduction if)
Semantics (Cambridge, Miss.: Harvard University Press. 19421.
p. 9: "if in an investigation explicit reference is made to the
speaker, or, to put it in more general terms, to the user of a
language, then we assign it (the investigation 1 to the field of
pragmatics" C. W. Mqrris. Signs. Language and Beharior (Effie-
wood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall. 1946). pp. 217ff: "deals with
the origin, uses, and cffects of signs within the behavior [speak-
ing and writing situations) in which they occur.- (p. 2191

presence. The psYchological factor in argumentation of making
present to the sensibilities of the audience those elements con-
sidered important to the argument. Presence is determined by
selecting certain elements and presenting them, thereby imply.-
ing their importance. The speaker/writer focuses on the attitude
to be adopted and distracts the hearer/reader from other mat-
ters. Chaim PerelMan and L. Olbrechts-Tyteca, The New Rhet-
oric. trans. John Wilkinson and Purcell Weaver (Notre Dame.
Ind.: University of Notre Dime Press, 1969), pp. 11 5:20:

Accordingly one of the preoccupations of J speaker is to make
present. by verbal magic alone, what is actually absent but what
he considers important to his argument or. by making ;hem more
present, to enhance the value of some of the elements of which
one has actually been made conscious. IP. 1171

For further discussion, see Thomas F. Mader. "On Presence in
-Rhetoric." College (*m4ipowtain and Communication 24 (De-
cember 1973), 375-a I.

prewriting. The activity of the mind before writing, evoking ideas,
plans, and designs and imposing patterns upon experience.
Prewriting is coaxed by journal- keeping, analogy ("recognizing
relationships :among concrete observations), and meditation.
Prewriting contrasi wie invention in that the goal of pre-
writing is self-actualization, whereas traditionally the goal of
invention is to find the means of persuasion. D. Gordon Rob-

, man, "Pre-Writing: The Stazo of Discovery in theWriting Pro-
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cress." Colkge Composition and Communication 16(May 1965).
106-12: "Pre-writing we defined as the stage of discovery in the
writing process when a person assimilates his 'subject' to him-
self." (p. 106)
, Janet Emig. The Composing. Processes of Twelfth Grodersr.

Research Report No. 13 (Urbana.111.: NOT. 19711. P. 39:

PrelVtillell is that part of the compoeini process that extends
from the time a what begins to perceive selectively certain fea-
tures of hi inner and/or outer environment with a view to writing
about them- wisally at the instillation of . stimulus-to the time
when he fins puts words or Nimes on parer elucidating that per-
ception.

process. Or. of the patterns of thought about a subject that
investlisstcs the steps or operations or the course of action to be
follo'.ed in bringing about a particular result or conclusion.
PrA:css discourse is discourse that recounts these steps or activi-
ties: it answers the question. How did it happen? or How does
it .work! See Frank.J. D'Angelo. A Conceptual Theory of Rher-
or (Cambridge. Mau.: Winthrop Publishing Co.. 1975). pp.
4546. Examples: how to care for African violets: how Cubism
was created.

progressive form. See qualitatire progression and syllogistic pro-
gression

progymitssmata. From classical rhetoric. sets of preparatory exer-
cises in speaking and writing used in Roman schools and in the
schools of the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. The sets lead
students progressively i o an introduction to deliberative,
judicial, and epideictic d' uric. For an example, see Raymond
E. Nadeau. "The Progym mats 0 onius in Translation."
Speech Aftmographs 19 ( r 1952), 264-85.

proleptic device. A word or phrase that integrates elements of
prose. E. D. Hirsch, The Philosophy of Composition (Chicago;
University of Chicago Press, 1977), p. 153. Examples: "but,"
"similarly." "also." "on the other hand," "however," and so on.

pronuallatio. The fifth part or canon of classical rhetoric con-
CeTTWCI with skill in delivering speeches.

peopositio. The third part of the traditional argument. in which
the point to be made. the proposition to be proved. or the
thesis of the argument is specified. See argumentation

.42
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propositional set. The act of uttering words in sentences for the
purpose of referring or medical's& John R. Searle. Speech Acts
(Cambridge: At the Unieenity Press. 1969. pp. 24-25:

Tie lint upshot of our pre nrarslions. then. is that
a speaker is charactenatically pe orating at lean three distinct
kinds of acts
a the %Menne of words 1 morphemes. watenees I.
h re/ernes and predicating.
c stating. questioning, commanding. pryintsing. etc

Let us assign names in these under the general heading of
speech acts

tittering words morphemes. wntencesi performing urrer,
enc. 1114,11

h Referring and predicating performing propoutirmal acts
Stating. questioning. commanding. promising. et. perform-
ing iiionitionery awn ipp n.:41

See also %perils at 1 thew'

pseudostaternent. Discourse intended to organize the attitudes
of the hearer or reader. A itatentent. by contrast, has truth-
value. These two classifications of discourse follow the funda-
mental classical distinctions between scientific, or referential.
discourse and poetic, or expressive. discourse which employs
emotive statements. I. A. Richards. Science and Pnetry (Lon-
don: Kegan Paul. Trench. Trulner & Co.. 1935). pp. 61-74.

publication. In rhetoric. a classification of discourse that engages
a speaker or writer in impersonal communication with a large
anonymous audience that may be remote from the 'speaker or
writer in time or space or both. James Moffett. Teas hing
Unirene o, thirourtc- (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.. 1968).
p. 33. Examples: hooks, magazines. newspapers. pamphlets.
broadcasts.

purpose. the element of the dramatistic framework called the
Pentad act, scene, agent. agency. and ptirpose that answers the
question. Why was it done? for a thought or an event, Kenneth
Burke. I Grammar of Motives (New York: Prentice-Hall. 1945).
pp. 275-320. See dramortme trainework'and Pen tad

Q

qualitative progression. A type of form in which the presence of
one quality prepares the reader for the introduction of another;
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one state of mind is appropriately fob by the next. Kenneth
Burke. Counter-Statement (New Y : Harcourt. Brace & Co..
1931). pp. $58 -59. Example: T. S. Eliot'; The Waste Land
from -Ta ta. Goonight. Goonight." to -Good night. ladies.
good night sweet ladies. good night, good night,-

readability formula. A formula for measuring the readability of
prose based upon kngth of worth and sentences. level of human
interest. etc. Fgt exampk. the formula developed by Rudolf
Flesch in The .1st '4 Readable Writing (New York: Harper &
)01k. 1949: ivy. ed.. 1974. pp. 247-51) has two components:
1 ) a human interest rating that measures the percentages of

personal words (proper nouns. personal pronouns) and per-
sonal sentences 1dialogues. questions. commands. requests. in-
complete sentences). and (2) a reading-ease rating( the kngth of
words and sentences).

reality. In the communication triangle. that to which the message
refers. Fora diagram 01 the triangle. see James L. Kinneavy...I

qt. w nglewood (liffs. N.J.: Prentice -Halt.
19'1). p. 19.

refereed. In discourse. s word that refers to a meaning.

referent. the reality to which the metiage refers in discourse.
C. K. Ogden and 1. A. Richards. Thy ifeatime .ifeamore (blew
York. Harcourt. Brace & O.. 1927). pp. 91T.

referential congruity. An organic and interactive relationship of
words (vehide) to their underlying ideas or meanings (tenor) in
which there is a mutual participation that opens up or limits
the sense of meaning. often. though not necessarily. achieved
through imitation. A concrete situation is moiv closely pre-
sented by an imitative vehicle than by conventional symbols.
Philip Wheelwright. flu. Burning Fountain (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press. I968 o. pp. 76-78. Example: the con-
gruity or -fog and Millie air" with the dramatic and moral role
of the Weird Sisters in hell;

referential discourse. A classification of discourse that has the
purpose of conveying information. For a schema of discourse.
see Roman Jakobson. -Linguistics and Poetics.- Vs lc in taw

34 1
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gouge. ed. Thomas A. Seheok (New York: John Wiley & Sons
and M.11. Press, 19b0). pp. 350-77. Referential discourse has
been subdivided by James L. Kinneavy to include scientifit
dts«orrse. itorotatire tits( mole, and exploratory discourse
See each of these. See also James L. Kinneavy, "1 Theory of
flew taupe if. nglewood ('lift's, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1971), pp. 73-

10

reflection Ilic classification of discourse that engages a writer
in communication with himself or herself. James Moffett,
teat Pie the rimers(' of Dis( (ine I Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Co.. 19(,81, p. 33. Example: a diary or a meditation.

reflexive writing. 1he classification of writing that focuses on
the writer's thoughts I feelings concerning his or her exper-

.iences. Janet Emig, th 'ilinposing Processes of rssylfth (;rad-
ers. Research Report No. 13 I Urbana, NCH:, 1971), p. 4:
"the chief audience is the writer himself: the domain explored
is often the affective: the style is tentative, personal. and explor-
atory S also evremire writing

relative readability. .1 he stylistic principle that one prose style
better than another when it communicates the same meanings
Is the other does but requires less effort from the reader. Citing
its origins m the stylistic theories of Herbert Spencer in The
Phi/Hsu/lie of Stile 11852). E. I). Hirsch gives the principle
extensive treatthent in The Philmwthy emnpacitii (Chi-
cago: University of Chicago Press. 1977), definition, p. 9;
discussion. chap. 4

repetition. ,A figure in which words, phrases, or ideas
are reiterated Or reworded for the purpose of emphasis or clar-
ity. Repetition is employ ed.in poetry of all kinds. An example
in prose would be: "It is defeat that turns hone to flint: it is
defeat that turns gristle to muscle; it is defeat that makes men
in% incible.- Henry Ward Beecher. Royal Truths

repetitise form. Also repetition A restatement of the same thing
in different ways. leling the reader to feel more or les, con-
sciously- :fic underlying principle. Burke, (rydutur-
Sidicmcw 1\ew York: Harcourt. Bra,. & 1931). p. 159.

xamples .1 stkVession of images: a el lracte repeating his or
her identity in chaneme situations: the sustain] g of an attitude:
the rhythmic regularity of blank verse.

45
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Frank J. D'Angelo has identified repetition as a major inven-
tive and structural principle in 4 Conceptual Theory col Rise f-
ork (Cambridge. Mass..: Winthrop Publishing t'o., 1975, pp. 46.
102). He describes two types of repetition influencing .vole:
syntactic repetition of clauses and phrases in balanced, parallel
order; and repetition of identical words and phrases. As a /omi-
t:al topic. he divides repetition into iteration (repeated state-
ment of an idea or restatement of the idea in anothOr form),
negation (statement of the idea in its negative or opposite form),
and alternation (moving between iteration and negation).

representation. In reaming theory, the psychological process of
learning by which persons free themselves from present stimuli
and conserve past experience in a mental model, and the rules
which govern storing and retrieving information from this
model. Representation is accomplished through action I enactive
representation). through visual or sensory organization and sum-
marizing images (iconic representation). and through words or
language (symbolic representation). Jerome S. Bruner, Toward a
Theort lion (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press. Belknap Press. 1966). p. W. See also et:active represen-
tation. iconic representation, and symbolic representation

restricted code. Speech forms which are tied to a particular local
relationship and social structure, with meanings that are so
provincial that they reduce thc contact of the, users to those
who share a similar contextual history. Users of restricted codes
are limited in their cultural and social mobility. Basil Bernstein,
"Language. and Subcultures," Language and
So( 01 Cmitest, ed. Pier Paolo Giglioli (Baltimore: Penguin
Books. 19721. pp. 163-64. See also elaborated code.

retroduction. See tibdtictimt

rhetoric. In the classical tradition. tlic art of persuasion: in mod-
ern times extended to the art of using language in a way to pro-
duce a desired result in an audience (often including belles
lettres). Rhetoric can refer to the qualities of a piece of prose.
the body of knowledge about how language works, the tech-
niques whereby dis,..out accomplishes its ends, or even the
body of principleft for composition. For a discussion of recent
definitions r Whet, pie see Robert M. Gorrell, "Introduction."
Rhetoric- Apphiatifos, ed. Robert M. Gorrell
(Champaign. II. NC.1-1 1671, pr. 1-4. Some current defini-
tion* are:
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a. "the study of the elements used in literature and public
speaking. such as content, structure, cadence, and style.

Moran.
h, "a study of selection among available means of discourse. .

Gorrell. Ruintt,ril thennes 1+4. Applit alas. p. 3,
"The word rhetisru can be traced back ultimately to the sim-
ple assertion /Sul leir6 in Greek I. Almost anything related to
the act of saying something to someone in speech or in writ-
ing can conecivably fall within the domain of rhetoric as a
Held of study: phonetics, grammar. the process ()I' oignition,
language acquisition. perception, penmanship. social rela-
tions. persuasive strategies. stylistics, logic. and so on."

Richard F. Young. Alton 1. Becker. and Kenneth l.. Pike,
ketirm Diu racrt whl Chang(' (New York: Ifarcourt. Brace
& World. 1970). p.

.(I Rhetoric has meant the art of persuasion. of decoration. and
of composition. 1 he first meaning is classical. the second
medieval and Renaissance. the third modern." Leo Rockas,

f(I Rher((rti New York: St. Martin's Press. 19641.

11

p IX .

-Rhetoric is the study of honest. effective communication."
W. Ross Winterowd, R he turfc and leritioe (Boston: Allyn

and Bacon, 1965), p. S.

"Rationale for a New C irriculum in Fnglish." Rhe/m1(...
f. "Acting on another thiou 1 words. . . ." James Moffett.

rheHries pa. .1/(10(1111ms (Champaign. 411.: NCTE, 19671,
p. 114.
"In short, rhetoric is si mode of altering reality, not by the
threet application of energy to objects, but by the creation of
discourse which changes reality through the mediation of
thought and action." Lloyd Bitzer, "The Rhetorical Situa-
tion," piiiins.,,plit ,m(I RhetHrj, I (January 19681. 4.

See also ( his Ni( rhcbtrit

rhetorical choices. Decisions made consciously about the use of
litnguage, such as significant lexical choices, word order for
emphasis. kinds of sentence arrangements, logical ordering of
the parts of the discourse. Louis T. Milk'. "Riaetorical Choice
and Stylistic Option." Li icrary St ilt I Slit/pm/my ed.
Seymour ChatIllall (London: Oxford University Press. 197 h.

M.
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rhetorical criticism. Research that investigates historically given
utterances and produces information about the exercise of rhe-
torical ability and the relationship of the utterances to the
theories of rhetoric. Martin Steinmann, Jr., "Rhetorical Re-
search," New Rhetoric& ed. Martin Steinmann, Jr. (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1967), p. 26:

For a given utterance (Lincoln's Gettysburg address, say, or
Dr. Johnson's Preface to his Shakespeare). it shows (not simply
recognises) whether that utterance is a product of exercise of
rhetorical ability, or (what comes to the same thing) whether
it conforms to the rules of some theory of rhetoric.

See Edwin Black, Rhetorical Criticism. A Stud. in Method
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1965, 1978); and
Wayne C. Booth, The Rhetoric of Fiction (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press. 1961).

rhetorical dualism. See dmaism

rhetorical research. See basic rhetorical rirsearc h. comparative
rhetorical research, historical rhetorical research. tnetarhetorical
research, and pedagogical rhetorical research.

rhetorical situation. The situation of a piece of discourse involv-
ing its audience, the problem that elicits the discourse, and the
constraints on the writer and the audience, all of which deter-
mine which of the 4vailable means of persuasion will be used:
ethos (appeal based on the character of the speaker or writer),
pathos (appeal to the audience's emotions). and/or logos (appeal
through words or logical reason). Lloyd Bitzer, The Rhetorical
Situation,- Philosophy and Rhetoric 1 (January 1968), 1-14:

:I natural context of persons, events, objects, relations, and an
exigence which strongly invites utterance; this invited utterance
participates naturally in the situation, is in many instances neces-
sary to the completion of situational activity, and by means of
its participation with situation obtains its meaning and its rhe-
torical character (p.

Richard E. Vatz, in "The Myth of the Rhetorical Situation,"
Philosophy and Rhetoric 6 (Summer 1973), 154-61, alters the
relationship between rhetoric and situations so that the speaker/
writer is responsible for what he or she chooses to make salient.
Rather than identifying a situation as being rhetorical. Vatz
would say that rhetoric controls the situational response and
that situations obtain their character from the rhetoric sur-
rounding them.

58
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rhetorical stance. The position and distance assumed by the

speaker or writer In relatioa to an audience. Stance is adjusted
!Why audience by style and tone. Wayne C. Booth, "The Rhe-
torical Stance.- (id/ow Oingnisition and Cmonommigalfm 14
(October 19631. 139.45. Elaborated in Rhetoric. via Mon
(('hicagu: University of Chicago Press, 19741: and in .Thoder
Anema and the Rhennle of ..h%ent (Chicago:: University of
Chicago PreSs. 19741.

rhetoric of assent. The art of discovering warrantable beliefs
(that is. good risons), of assenting to !Wise beliefs to the
degree that scents warranted, and of improving those beliefs
in shared discourse. Wayne C, Booth, ltodern Dogma and the
/On virn r,l .lest (Chicago: University of Chicago ress, 19741:

It philosophy is defined .1% inquiry into certain Rut! then %tut I
pursue here is not philosophy but rhetoric the art t dtscoveting
warrntrble beliefs end improving' those beliefs shoed Lfis-
llothe But the differences ore not sharply delinr le, end I ot
Course think of the inquiry rs m j Lager sense philosophicrl
talk of impit/vat heliels umphrs shit we are seeking truth, %Ince
some beheld ere "truer" Ihrii others. Besides, nirny philosophers
trom tLLerio to the present hive &tined whit they do pieLisel)
rs I would define rhetorii. t p. %no

right of assumption. A term borrowed Irian law which is the
rijiht to assume that precedents are valid, tint forms will persist,
.and that one may build on what was the past. For elaboration
of its place in rhetoric. see Richard M. Weaver. The / :'flirt
libenirn. (Chicago: Henry Regnery Co.. 19531, p. I 69.

Rogerian argument. A type of argunie, based on the work of
psychotherapist ('arl.R. Rogers that rests on the assumptions
( 11 that in order to protect his or her self-image a person will
refuse to consider alternative arguments if they are threatening:
and 121 that this sense of threat must he eliminated in order to
change e person's image. In usingr-Rogeriun strategy. a writer
would cordey to the readers that they are understood, delineate
the area where the readers' position is valid, and convince them
that they and the writer share moral qualities and aspirations.
The goal is to get the readers to understand the writer's position
in the same way that the writer has understood the readers'
position. Carl R. Rogers, "Communication: Its Blocking and
Facilitation- (paper delivered at Northwestern University's
Centennial Conference on Communications October 11. 19511.
See Anatol Rapoport. Fig /its. Gaiv and nehate% (Ann Arbor:
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University of Michigan Press. 19601. See also Richard E. Young.
Alton L. Becker. and Kenneth L. Pike. Rhetoric Dist every and
Change (New York: Harcoun. Brace & World. 1970). pp. 274"
83:or Maxine Hairston. "Carl Rogers' Alternative to Traditional
Rhetoric." College Composition and Communi«ition 27 (De-
cember 1976), 373.77.

S

scene. The element of the drumatistic framework culled the
Pentad act. scene. agent. agency, and purpose that answers
the questions. When and where was it done? for ti thought or an
event. .Kunneth Burke. Grammar ot Motives New York:
Prentice-Hall. I1)45). pp. I 27-70, See dramatistic framework
and Pentad

scheme. In class' rhetoric. a departure from the expected pat-
tern of words. I dnple: p011vitileints, the use of a conjunction
between each word. phrase. or clause.

scientific discourse. Discourse that consists of a consideration of
one facet of an object and the making of certain kinds of asser-
tions ( descriptive. narrative. classificatory, and evaluative) aboutr that facet. the assertions must be referential or informative.
excluding the emotions of the writer: and the discourse is not
intended to delight. For a discussion. see James L. Kinneavy.
.1 Prowl e)/ Disientr,c (Englewood Cliffs. N.J.: Prentice-Hall.
I 971), pp. 80-89.

scribal act. The pattern of thought and writing responses brought
to hear in the writing situation. See Robert toellner. "Talk-
Write A Behavioral Pedagogy of Composition." College English
30 (January l969). 267-320.

semantic closure. The principle of language processing whereby
constituent words or phrases are perceived definitely as a func-
tional semantic unit only when a phrase or clause is completed.
F. Hirsch.,('lu is( Crimposilient ICIf.:ago: Univer-
sity of Chicago Press. 19 '7). pp. 108-!10.

Kul ev..n it the revies process often occurs at the phrase
with ...mantic . Insure beit.g partly adueved helore the clause is
.ompIcued. the pro es% would still he a review pro.:ess whereby
the provisional ii.tcrrr-t mons,of phrases are being continually

r .tIiered rn J Jehnuc way rr the wor Is untold ir

6 o
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Nett antic inIovniat of. Thr type and quantity or information
shout reality that a piece of informative discourse gives. This
information is measured by its factuality, its comprehensive-
ness. and the degree of predictability of the )nformation given.
James L. Kinneavy, .1 Mori- ell Discourse (Englewood Cliffs.
N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1971). pp, 92-94: "'Information' is news.
and news is the unpredictable, the unforeseen. the improbable."
(p. 93) See ittprinalite disilairv

sentence combining. A method of teaching composition designed
to increase syntactic fluency by teaching students to embed
propositions within other propositions, thereby increasing alter-
natives for sentence structures. Sentence combining had its
origins in transformational grammar. See Kellogg W. hunt,
Grammatio al Sum tares Writ/4't at Three Grade levels, Research
Report No. 3 (hampaign, III. NUM. 10(r5), John C. Mellon,
tratishiranimal Soden, 44 Mcilsod por hihafg,

Ikrehopmeni id Si rlhit III t' Irl tlIghsh ('Imipem
reuse Research Report No. 10 ithampaign. NCR, 19691:
Frank crilare. ewer,/ ( *iimbining Ms/miring Student Writmg
tt itlimit lown,/ Grammar Itidrue Min, Research Report No. 15
t Urbana. III. 1131. William Strong, Stamm e Oimbier
lug t New York. Random House, 1973) and Donald A. I)aiker.
Andrew Kerek. and Max Morenherg. Ilse Writer's Opti,ah
(Ness York. Harper & Row, 19-'91. Example from O'llare:

hr t rit mercl IN(
I he sloe threw him.6ell it the .ultin.. feet
I he sloe had been 6iusht to thr harem

File (INC, indicates that a rid is to he changed to its Om form
hetore combining. and the IW1101 indicates that the sentence
is io heLome a modifier beginning with whn in the combined
sentence. Result

rymit nut tnr ntero . the sloe who had been ,:augt in the
hirer,' threw himself it the sultin reel

simile. A staled comparison between two things that are not
.dike but have similarities. Similes. unlike metaphors. use "like''
or "as." sample: ''lie ss as like a cock who 'hough, the sun
had risen t, hear him cross." orge Eliot, I dam Bede

simple topic sentence. A sentence that states explicitly the idea
of a paragraph. Richard Braddock. -The Frequency and Place-
ment ot topic Sentences in I. xpository Prose,'' krsearf h err thi

ti
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rem hunt uj ('(lisp $ (Winter 1974), 287.302, See itaint ten.
IOU r

situation. Set Phorturnai

socialised speech. Speech that includes questions and answers,
requests, and information adapted' to take into account the
demands of a listener. Jean Piaset, Thu LdItilldi and Thuashi
(4 the Child, trans. Marjorie Gahain, 3d ed. (New York: lluman-
Ries Press, 1959), pp. 9-11.

sound experience. The response by the reader's auditory imasina-
tion to the sounds symbolised or described by a written text,
the vocal/auditory effects of written discourse. Richard L.
Larson, "The Rhetoric of the Written Voice," Symposium
us Ritets,ri( ed. William 1. Tanner, J. Dean Bishop. and Turner
S. Kohler (Denton. texas Woman's University Press. 19761,
p. 24.

spectrum of discourse. A linear model of 'discourse relating
modes of discourse to a sequence of speaking and writing activi-
ties. The spectrum moves from an immediate audience to a dis-
tant audience, from the present to the past to the future, from
interior dialogue to impersonal communication, and from oral
to written. The spectrum is as follows

Interior Do Ingue
Icito,entriu Tull)
V014.411 DIAIIIIAC RC( iirthrtz. the drama PI AYS 0
so4.1allied spa...N.111 what ti hIppening

( urryspondenke

Personal Journal

tilohtography
Memoir Reporting. the I( I Ul

narrative iI b hut
happened

liontrarh>
(

Ilistors

S. lent, ...

Moon)

Generals:mg. the I.SSA1.
t'Ypttfliton tt/ 1% hut
happens

rheort:ing, the
argumentattion ,j
what wi l. mat
happen
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For tmit nit' lion in hoth readmit and writing, the .pectrutn could
verve' ai) a proittrwove .truc lure from simple to cum plc% con-

, c re le Io ANON); t. usIttecItve to objective, all hawd on the fact
that development of .yinholec epre.mon depend. on general
mental growth him.. Moffett. teat lung ihr Ums vnc *4 1),
I ',Ure thodon !loop!) ton Mifflin Co, I qt,P1). p, 47

loeech art theory. The theory of lansuaite tat the e complete act
of speech will contain tour elements. the Imsmustari or satc
attic as r the vocalita I ion of lit ring* of word. or morpheme..
the prupmirri ma/ ,r( r the %tat ins of the whjec t and predicat ms
of the verb. the As( ti ttf mars di I the act of informing. order-
ing. wanting, stating, cti...111ti the perbh sittroplart ac I the k.n..J
turn or an effect on the hearer by convincing. persuading. mis-
leading. etc. For speech act theory. see 1 1. Austin, Hot% pi As
th mg% tt th Wfrd tt'arthridge. Mass. Harvard University Press.
lli21. and John It Searle, If t% (Cambridge At the
l'nisersity Press, 10.

0411111CC See risi re am al slant

standard A set )1 LiNniage habits used m carrying on the
111a)01. matters of the political. social, economic, eitucatinal.
and religious hie to. the t noted States; yet this particular set of
1.111iftWe habits is not more "correct'' than other varieties of
LnitINIt Charles ( arpenter Fries, Amer/id,' (,rammar
1'11e% York Appleton -lentory -Croft,. 19401. p.

static modes. the modes of discourse description and defini-
tion that lack temporal progression. Leo Rockas. Mink%
k heti in, I Nev. York St. Martin's Press, 19641.

status. Also stag% the proposition, or definition. or crucial issue
to he considered in a piece of discourse: that Is, the thesis. From
the root hi. to stand. Richard Braddock -CruciJI

sup m and folU111( ails )11 Ih (October !Wt.
Ibi-o Otto Dieter. "Stasis.- Spec, Is Ilierahs 17 I 1501,
14C-10

Prc 1ro,holcluri I th..ught ply %.J!
ph) ,oht ui floc t,. raptv,NI,J1 nc0.rn. iii Poo Art.1 Pcri
11.00 is the I hirI I entms helitr 1 hrl.t. it I taut I

pros halt suliding %ht.. h incit.oh4 .,tirs hr.
11,,,itt 4N hciNC. n utilf4r) .nines" t$t -11t.4

III 1*$ I

%ell issues See Is siti
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story workshop. A method of teaching writing developed by
John Schulte at Columbia College, Chicago, that saes a variety
of word, telling, reading, and writing exercises of increasing de-
mand. Essentially self-paced, each exercise has a specific goal.
The director coaches the students as they engage In oral our-

. vises. tellirsg, and reading aloud. Betty Shiflett, "Story Work-
shop as a Method of Teaching Writing," eflrire t.'nglith 35
(November 1973), 141.60.

style. From classical rhetoric. eimiititi Traditionally. the third
of the molar divisions or canons of rhetoric having to do with
the figures used to ornament discount. Historically, style has
been. interpreted both narrowly. as referring only to thou* fig-
ures that ornament discourse. and broadly, as representing a
manifestation of the person speaking. A recent definition has
been given by Louis T. Milk. "Against the Typology orStyks."
Rhetoric Theorie Ir Application, ed. Robert Gorrell
IChampaign. : N(TE. 1967). p. 72: "an individual's style is
his habitual and consistent selection from the expressive re.
901./iCei available in his language." For a selected bibliography of
the recent scholarship on stt.h.. consult Edward P. 1. Corbett.
"Approaches to the Study of Style," Traub/Ha (inlipioAllitin
II0 fithliographical but) +. ed. Gary Tate a:9n Worth: Texas
Christian University Press, 19761. pp. 73.109.

style machine. A set of, sixteen grammatical-rhetorical qualities
that isolate style. and the percentage criteria for classifying any
passage of prose as "tough." "sweet," or "stuffy." Walker
Gibson. Tough, Sweet. and Sloth iBloomington: Indiana Uni-
versity Press. 19661. pp. 134-36.

stylistic options. Syntactic variables in the process of generating
languor, such as sentence length. form of noun modification,
placement of adverhials. and construction of verb groups. all
of which are generally chosen unconsciously, according to habit,
and generally below the sentence level. Louis T. Milic, "Rhetor-
ical Choice and Stylistic Option." Literary Style Symposium.
rd. Seymour Chatman( London: Oxford University Press, 1971).
r 85.

submerged metaphor. An implied comparison made in one or
two words, usually verbs, nouns, or adjectives. Maxine Hairston.

1 Contemporarl Rhetoric (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co..
1974). p. 106. Lxample: "lie ( ift (hoot the opposing argument."
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ouperunfinallun, Itte relationship between dewourse blocs in
whkh the Pint hhk ptesents 4p4 frt. the sec unit i6 osit WIIIIs
Pitkin, Jr "Dmiirce 11100,.." //EN tough/ .'', and (.1:

, nm, top ,r1 20 I May 19691. I 114.414

weprive value. In 11,40111W INA provides onfonnatin the ele
men! of unpredictability or Improbability that makes the d
lOtarW Maitithte or informative to a particular Judo" e I Of
0%411114e. WWI would he informative to a 941111 grader %mild
pOvilhly lack Mrpris' rr a high school student James I
KIMWaVy 1 theur fit nitl rlill11" ti mile% g1od ( has. Si

Prentice11AI, 1')/11. pp 114-li

propreshiun type 1 iorm m a piece 1 %riling in
which, insert Cowin things. certain other thongs must follow,
the premises forcing the conclusion. Kenneth Wake. l Hu/oh,-
S'tah rt I New 1 fork Harcourt. Brace & o . 14111, pp I

,4 1 %ample the form 411 . mystery .fury

symbolic reprrsentation In learning ther the transferring of
%.perient es Into a mental model 01' the world through represen-
tations in words or language Jerome S iirtffiCr. ifit404l

,il ,till, Hutt I( anthrIdge. Mass Harvard Unnyrsoty
Press, Belknap Press, 19()), p 10

symmetry In logic.. a relationship on which the reversal of the
terms 1 whatever asserted is also true Morris It and

rnest Nagel, to tort444614 tom 6, high am/ s, With il, lion/
I Nev. lurk Ilarcour.. Brace & World. lu141. pp I 1.4-16. For

discussion of the use of Tninetry in rhetor.. see W. Ross
Winterowd, Rho wh 1 Si ithem INiess York Ilolt. Rinehart
& Winston, p 144 I sample "Fred is as sweet as led

synchronic stylistics. I tie study ul .1 style 01 a period, the sum ut
linguist,: hallos shared h mu's, writers of a particular period.
Kkhard (Brian~. "(eneratn.. ( rammars and the Concept of
loiterar St fir R/ichfrrn ed Martin Steinmann. Jr
New York ( lurks Sk:rihner's Sons. 1%7i, p. 136. For exam-

ple. writers of the eighteenth cen:ur are said to use halark-ed.
compounded cootistrti. t ions See also dui /is

synecdoche. 1 rhetorical figure in ss Is ik a part stands for the
whole or. less of ten, site versa l taniplc I he great minds ut
the de. ade were seated around the omit:roux table,-
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riramarri al .V/cur Mfrs Wrillcrl. al rhrry Grath: rid t. Re-
warch Report No 3 (Champaign. III, N(11. 1965) and Si
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It Imago Society fur Rematch in Child Development. Univer-
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I
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1.igmerm, Approach to Paragraph fah it( arrp,,tr.
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Ins weaving to adults' It teaching childret, io weave different
from teaching them other actavties"
Mt's, Ho* mush can this tattoo vary and nut become some-
thing olio. and *hat do Oa variations ean trap c of saris-
Hum" For esample. In teaching children to weave, are there
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tenor. I he underlying idea or principal subject which is the
meaning of a metaphor or figure. A metaphor carries two ideas:
the tcnor and the vehicle I. A. Richards, The Philosoplo
Rht-tora (New York: Oxford University Press. 1965), p. 96.
Example: "Vengeance is a dish that should he eaten cold...
English proverb. The tenor is revenge long considered after the
cat of anger. The "cold dish- is the rehic/e. See also cultic/e.

tenor of discourse. -File distance observed between the perSon
writing and the fiel,' f discourse. that is. the message and the

,Audience. Janet Ltun.I. rhe Composing Procesve.s of Twelfth
Gradcr%. Research Report No. 13 I Urbana. NCTF. 19711.
P

Suh,Jtegiiries ,..111 he est thlIShi'd as %sell tor the register. tenor
,it Wsoiurse.. N todi ,iin,erns the distance ohser%eil het Nseeri the
J. it 1110 t And tIC11,1 disoiursc, express:d by t he degree of
t,irtnaht .ihserted in the tinting itself. Vormality or deci.u.tint
In NTItttll d1,,o1.11"St: fan he Cst,thlished by one ur snore of the
t.illit%sine means es. sVntatrt ets l es. rhetorical

textual function. file function of language that makes discourse
poN,IhIc text. Ihrough this function, speakers make
%%hat tlie sa! 'yerational in the context. rather than merely,
citat tonal. like a !rout% of randomly arranged sentences. M. A. K.
flalhday f. et forth/PIN in the Ttolction.8 1.tlgqrav (New
York Flsevier-N.)rth Ilolland Publishing Co.. I977), p. 99. See
also I lallida% . / inflow ,+% n, lIcan ( London: klward Atnold.
19-7;. pp. 1"t Sec also hlcational him lion and interpersonal

texture A devflirtic term referring to the additions to the
nouns or main clauses in a piece ofs"..vrit ten discourse.
"1 hired- kk riling is plain or bare, with few'additions to
the niwns. %erbs, or main clauses: the other extreme is a tex-
ture ,; great density .ociiieved by variety and concreteness.
Iran, is Christensen. "A Generative Rhetoric of the Sentence.**

,d/ce, ompholicatioli 14 (October 19(13),
155-(,1.

thematic. tag. \n cxrIkit serl?al unit representing many implicit
meaning,. I-. I) Ilirs,.11. Huh:yip/0 of (*omposition (Chi-
,.1,:1 t niversit, of Chicago Press. 19771. p. 124. For example.
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410

in a legal document. a legal tag like per .stirpes represents a
long tradition of legal interpretation.

theoretical stylistics. The study of theories of style. definitions of
style, and the place of style in literary studies. W. Ross Winter-
owd, "Style," Contemporary Rhetoric: Outeeptual Back-
ground with Readings (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1975). pp. 253-70.

topic. From the Greek topes and the Latin /octis. A wa, of
thinking about a given Subject, or a general head under which.
arguments are grouped for a particular subject. Aristotle in the
Rhetoric classified topics into special topics that were appro-
priate to a particular kind of discourse, and common topics.
Special topics were lines of argument to he used on each of the
rhetorical occasions deliberative, judicial, and ceremonial. For
example, deliberative discourse should concern what is good or
advantageous, making happiness a special topic: judicial dis-
course concerns the special topics of justice and injustice, or
right and wrong: ceremonial discourse concerns praise or,cen-
sure, making virtue and vice its special topics. Common topics
included more and less, the possible and the impossible. past
tact and future fact. and greatness and smallness. These were
expanded to include definition, comparison, relationship such
as cause and effect, circumstance, and testimony such as author-
ity.. Edward P. J. Corbett, Clas.sical Rhetoric fur the Modern
Strident (New York: Oxford University Press, 1971), pp. 107-
67. Frank J. D'Angelo has a discussion of the topics as patterns
of thought in .1 (%oiceptual Theory of Rhetoric (Cambridge.
'Mass.: Winthrop Publishing ('o.. 1975). pp. 38ff. See also Chaim
Perelman and L. Olbrechts-Tyteca, The New Rhetoric.. trans.
John Wilkinson and Purcell Weaver (Notre Dame, Ind.: Univer-
sity of Notre Dame Press, 1969), pp. 83ff. See also content-
orinted topic and yOrm-orientecl topic.

topic sentence. The sentence of a paragraph which indicates the
scope of the paragraph. Alexander Bain first identified the
topic sentence. Recently the topic sentence has been given new
definition:

a. "the topic sentence of a paragraph is to the supporting sen-
tences what the base clause of a cumulative sentence is to its
free modifiers. . . . Francis Christensen. "Symposium on the
Paragraph." Cid/ge Composition and ('uninunicatiol 17

I May 1 966), 6 I .
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h. "Teachers and textbook writers should exercise caution in
making statements about the frequency with which contem-
porary professional writers use simple,or even explicit topic
sentences in expository paragraphs. It is abundantly clear
that students should not be told that professional writers
usually begin their paragraphs with topic sentences.... While
helping students use clear topic sentences in their writing and
identifying variously presented topical ideas in their reading.
the teacher should not pretend that Kofessional writers
largely follow the practices he is advocating. Richard
Braddock. "The Frequency and Placement of Topic Sen-
tences in Expository Prose. Research in the Teaching (if
Liigh.sh 8 (Winter 19741, 287-302.

See also as,.enthletl tr,pn %entente, delayetl-cmnple lion topic
sentence, injerreil loin( sentence, and .simpie hr,pir sun/et/cc

transactional function. The function of language in getting things
done: informing, advising. persuading, or instructing. The trans-
actional function is used to record facts. exchange opinions.
explain and explore ideas. construct theories, transact business.
etc. James Britton et al.. The Derchgnnent ().1. WritingAhi/ilie

Hs) ( London: Macmillan Education. 19751. p. 88.

transitivity. A relationship in which. if one relationship is true.
another must he true. Morris R. Cohen and Ernest
burodui rum ti Lngh and St wnitlic Method (New York:
Harcourt Brace & World. 19341. pp. 113-16. Eor a discussion
of its use In rhetoric. see W. Ross Winterowd. Rhetoric 1 Sin-
rhe,i% (New York: Holt. Rinehart & Winston. 1968). p. 144.
1.or ex Ample. if Bob is smarter than George. and George is
smarter than Joe. then Bob is smarter than Joe.

T-R-I. Topic-restriction-illustration a logical pattern for devel-
oping or analyzing paragraphs. The topic contains the idea of
the paragraph: the restriction explains or restricts the topic: and
an illustration follows. The pattern moves from a generalization
in the topic sentence to a set I specifics. Alton L. Becker. "A
agmemic Approach to Paragraph Analysis. College ('Hinposi-

Hon and re ntnnunic ant nt 16 (December 1965). 237-42.

triadic argument. An argumentative situation comprised of a
writer or speaker: the opponent. who is ostensibly the audience:
and a third party who is the true audience. Richard E. Young.
Alton L. Becker. and Kentreth L. Pike. Rhen)ri nis.cfacr and
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Change (New York: Harcourt. Brace & World. 1970). p. 273.
Example: political debates. See also dyadic argument

TRIPSQA. A schema to describe the form of any expository
paragraph: topic ( the idea of the paragraph). restriction (ex-
plains or restricts the 'topic), illustration, problem, solution.
question. answer. T-R-I and P-S are illustrated in Alton L.
Becker. "A Tagmemic Approach to Paragraph Analysis," Col-
lege Composition and Communication 16 (December 1965).
237-42. W. Ross Winterowd shows how TRIPSQA may be used
as a set of topics in "Invention," Contemporary Rhetoric.: A
Conceptual Background with Readings (New York: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, 1975), pp. 43-44.

trope. From the Greek word meaning "a turn." In traditional
rhetoric, a rhetorical device that produces a shift in the mean-
ings of words: a figure of speech. Examples: hyperbole and
metaphor.

truth-value. The quality of the content of a message for reporting
information. For its use in rhetoric, see Richard M. Coe. "The
Rhetoric of Paradox," Symposium in Rhetoric. ed. William E.
Tanner, J, Dean Bishop, and Turner S. Kobler (Denton: Texas
Woman's University Press, 1976), p. 6. See also exchange-whit'.

T-unit. "Minimal terminable unit." a unit for measuring syntactic
maturity comprised of a main clause and all full or reduced
clauses embedded within it. This objective unit is dependent
upon the grammatical skills of the writer, not his or her ability
to punctuate correctly or consistently. Kellogg W. Hunt. Gram-
matical Structures Written at Three Grade Levels. Research Re-
port No. 3 (Champaign, Ill.: NCTE, 19651 and Syntactic Matur-
ity in Schoolchildren and Adults. Monograph No, 134 (Chicago:
Society for Research in Child Development. University of Chi-,
cago Press. 197W. See also "Early Blooming and Late Bloom-
ing Syntactic Structures," in Evaluating Writing: Describing.
Measuring. Judging. ed. Charles R. Cooper and Lee Odell
(Urbana, III.: N(TE. 1977), pp. 91-104. See also .c.i.ntactie
matieritt

typology of styles. An arrangement of styles into categories, such
as by period Elizabethan, Victorian, etc.). by kind of influence
or derivation (Euphuistic. ('iceronian, etc.), or according to im-
pression (ornate, simple, plain, and casual). Louis T. Milic,
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"Against the Typology of Styles." Rlieturie: The orio liir Appli-
(atiun. ed. Robert M. Correll (Champaign. III.: N(TE, 1967).
p. 6.

'11111110.

U

universal audience. One of the audiences toward which argumen-
tation can he directed- that consists of the hole of humanity
or, at least. of all normal, adult persons. c vince this audi-
ence, argumentation must give reasons t t are c mpelling and.
of an absolute validity. Chaim Pere !ma and L. Olbrechts-
Tyteca, The New Rlitro-ie. trans. John Wil inson and Purcell
Weaver (Notre Dame. Ind.: University of otre Dame Press,
19691. pp. 31-35.

universe of discourse. In a piece of discourse, the set of relations
composed of a first person, a second person. and a third person:
a speaker. a listener. and a subject: an informer, a person in-
formed. and information: a narrator. an auditor. and a story:
a transmitter, a receiver, and a message. This structure governs
the variations in style. logic, and rhetoric. C. K. Ogden and I. A.
Richards. The :Weaning of- Meaning (New York: Harcourt. Bruce
& 19271. p. 102:

A universe of discourse is j collection of occasions on which we
communicate by means of symbols. For different universesvf
discourse differing degrees of accuracy are sufficient, and new
definitions may he required.

See also James Moffett. Teaching the (nirere ().1 niccours
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.. 1968).

utterance act. The act of uttering strings of words. John R. Searle.
Speech . h tc (Cambridge: At thse University Press. 1969), p. 24.
See pcech act /henry

V

vehicle. In a metaphor. the figure itself. A metaphor curries two
ideas: the vehicle and the tenor. or underlying idea. I. A.
Richards. The Phibmwthi ,I. Rhetwic (New York: Oxford
University Press. 1%51. p. 96. Fxample: "Mv cup runneth
over. Psalm 23:5. The rehicle is the overflowing cup': the.

is the blessed life. See also tenor.
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warrant. From logic, the part of an argument which authorizes
the mental "leap" involved in advancing fronidata to claim; its
function is to carry the accepted data to the doubted or
believed proposition which constitutes the claim, thereby certi-
fying the as true. Stephen Toulmin, The Uses of Argu-
ment (Cambridge: At the University Press, 1958). See also
Charles W. Knell:per, "Teaching Argument: An Introduction
to the Toulmir Model," College Composition and Communica-
tion 29 (October 1078), 23741. Example:

Boh was born in So, Bo5 is an Affirm:A.
Georgia. (cleat

a man horn in Geo ig...
will he an Ante rkai,
:itizen. (warrant)

See also (Latin and data

(claim/

wave. One of the three perspectives of tagmemic invention that
views data as unsegmentable physical continua. Kenneth L.
Pile, "Language as Particle, Wave, and Field," Texas Quarterly
2 (Summer 1959), 37-54. Se. also Richard E. Young and Alton
L. be,:ke,-, "Toward a Modern Theory of Rhetoric: A Tdgmemic
Contribution," Harvard Educational Review 35 (Fall 1965),
450-68. For elaboration of the tagmemic contribution to com-
position, see Young, Becker, and Pike, Rhetoric: Discorery and
Change (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, 1970). For exam-
ple. a wane description of a tree would emphasize the tree as a
moment in a process from seed to decay. See also field, particle,
and tagntmic invention.

weasel words. The language of whitewash and evasion, used
deliberately to conceal unpleasant facts. Mario Pei, Words in
Sheep's Clothing New York: Hawthorn Books, 1969), pp. 1-2:
'Theodore Roosevelt called these 'weasel words' and with good
reason. He did not invent the term, which seems to have first
appeared in an article by Stewart Chaplin published in Century
Mugu:Inv in 1900." See Maxine Ilairston, .4 Onitemporary
Rhetoric (Boston: Houghton Mifflin ('o., 1974). p. 88. Exam-
ple: saying "underachiever" for "slow-learner."
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written voice. The imagined sound of a writer's voice that readers
encounter in every written utterance and that leads them to
judge their affinity with. their sympathy for,.or their distance
from the writer. Richard L. Larson,,-The Rhetoric of the Writ-
ten Voice," .4 Symposium in Rhetoric. ed. William E. Tanner,
J. Dean Bishop, and Turner S. Kobler (Denton: Texas Woman's
University Press, l9761, pp. 22-32.

zeugma. A rhetorical figure in which one verb governs several
words, phrases, or clauses, each in a different sense. Example:
"He stiffened his drink and his courage."
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Appendix: Lists of Rhetorical
Terms by Category

Arrangement

addition
arrangement
assembled topic sentence
bloc
chains of meaning
complementation
connexity
correlation
delayed-completion topic widener
direction of modification
discourse bloc
Amon flu
downplay
enthymeme
equivalente chains
form
grammar of coherence
headword
inferred topic sentence
intensify
levels of generality
linear rhetoric
movements of mind
paradigmatic analysis
paragraph
paragraph bloc
progressive form
qualitative progression
repetitive form
Rogerian argument
simple topic sentence
superordination
syllogistic progression

symmetry
syntagmatic structure
topic sentence
transitivity

TRIPSQA

Classical Rhetorical Terms

anaphora
antithesis
apostrophe
arrangement
asyndeton
cause and effect
classical rhetoric
classificatior.
cliinax
comparison
con Iirma
cloth. tutio
contrast
crucial issues
definition
deliberative discourse
digressio
dispositict
division
rlocu fit)
emotional argument
enthymeme
epideictic discourse
ethos
exordium
extrinsic proof
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forensic discourse constative utterance
hyperbole contact
inartistic proof context
onventio deliberative discourse
invention description
irony dyadic argument
issue roc ulative discourse
wdreul discourse emotive function
Mutes 1. epideictic discourse
luims eristle dialogue
mentorta ''exploratory discourse

etaphor exposition
me yrily expressive discourse
"kW 111 extensive writing
oxymoron forensic discourse
P4811110 heuristic dialogue
path0s ideational function
periphrasis informative discourse
perwats interpersonal function
personification judicial discourse
polysy ndeton literary discourse
process tnathetic function
pouruntiatoo mode of discourse

11.11 ration
repetition persuasive discourse
rhetoric phatic communion
scheme poetic function
simile pragmatic information
status publication
stock issues reality
style referential discourse
synecdoche reflection
topic reflexive writing
trope rhetorical situation
/eugnia scientific discourse

situation
Classifications of Discourse

spectrum of discourse
JIIII of discourse tenor of discourse
argume :at ion textual function .

attitude rhetoric transactional function
code triadic argument
conative function universe of discourse

4
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Appendix

C0611111111116kfte011 sod

Speech Act Theory

sildresaee
addresser
code
communication triangle

municative competence
communicative efficiency
conative function
constative utterance
contact
cdntext
correspondence
decoder
oaculative discourse
elaborated code
emotive function
encoder
exploratory discourse
expressive dtscourse
ideational function
illocutionary AC t
informative discourse
interpersonal function
literary discourse
lovutionary Act
rnathetic function
metalingual
model of languilge
performance utterance
prrlocutionary Act
persuasive discourse
phati, communion
poetic function
pragmatic information
pragmatics
propositional Act
publication
reality
referend
referent
referential discourse

reflection
restricted code
speech at theory
syntactic information
textual function
transactional function
utterance at

General Rhetorical Terms

basic rhetorical research
comparative rhetorical research
discourse
historical rhetorical research
interlocuttlr
metarhet +'! d research
pedagogis .1. rhetorical research
rhetoric
rhetorical criticism
rhetorical situation
rhetorical stance
rhetoric of assent
right of assumption
universal audience

Invention 6

act

addressed writing
agency
agent
cause and effect
comparison
content-oriented topics
contrast
crucial issues
definition
dramatistic framework
endi:tive representation
existential sentence
extrinsic proof
field
finite topics

13
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for rn-...iriented topms field -

generallve rheiors figurative term
heuristn. graphokesr
',vine representation ideational twit ti,in
un audiense impresuonism
In rtistis proof indoidualist rnontoi
ut ention-4 interinanunation
iss c interpersonal function
n. niunte toms,

gtcrile kterrnination i 4erkernel
:)article linearity
Pentad literal terra
prey/ring inathetic funition

meaning potential
netalingual
tn. idels ot language
Oxford philoviphers
rJriscle
pedagogical stylistics
performance

too, phatie com
wave

munion
plurisignation
pragniatics

Linguistic Terms
prtdepth. deVILV

Jti esslhlhly readability formula
Mask I nglish %,erna,ular referend
rant relerent
.hales if meJnIng referential Longruity

sagas relatise readability
41c restricted code

Lommunkatise conipterhe ;Insure
0iiiinunkative ettistensy sound experience
,onipeiene standard
of:1st raint stylistic options
sow., f synhrome stylistics
,ontest nal , 'Hat ntactii rihit tint y
( ri Pi Jn aesth.; syntagnialis structure
diachronic sty km. tJKnlcnlr
JaIeitJl %Jrictics ter-14,r

liatypic varieties festual function
elahor,ited slide an:wails tag
equisalerke hains theoretical sts llsllis

pro. rss
purr ose
represent mon
rhetiirL al Cnolt.t's
IKCne

y representatm
tagrneinit. :nscntion

'19
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transactional funt.tion
Tunit

pology of styles
vehids
wave

weasel wqrds

Pedagogical Terms

affective domain
basic writer
hlaa Fnitlih vernasular
Bloom's tasononty
cognitive domain
compoins process
cormientsiation
egosentris: speech
enactor representatton
Fnitfish
extensive %rains
rums: representation
manipulative domain
pedasosical rhrtorisal resear,h
pedaitirrosal stylistis
planning
rewriting

reflexive writing
representation
sentrnse ,orithining
soLiali/eil speed'
standard I- nalish
story workshop
synifvoli, representation

vintastts; maturity
lk writr

Philosophical Term.

Aldus titm

Lortipleriten,a.,on
crninexity
oirrelation

sourthip
:ructal issues
data
devil term
itod term
food reasons
identifisation
issues

Oxford philosophers
rrtrokluctilm
night of assumption
status
stock mites

nunetry
transitivity
truth-value

grant

Psychological Terms

affective domain
slvandive domain
egosentric speech
enactor representation

representat II prt

manipulative domain
oserdetermination
representation
Kirgerian Argument
sirs Laved speek.h
syniholis- representatton

Style

addition
anaphora
antithesis
apostrophe
assertortal t CMS!

asyndeton
haw statist
black hngloh sernaLular
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ant metonymy
t.4pacity osy moron

toile pedaiginghal sty list
constraint periphrasis
contextual variation persona
,ore pc,inaf station
( tm.ran .1tthett monism piurisignation
.rot ritilysyndeton
.uinulative modifier pretense
.unnisitise senteme prolepti desks.
diahrt ones stylistic.. readability formula
dialestal varieties rclercnil
diatypis varieties .referent
direction of modifiLation referential sonstruity
doublespeak relative reaslahility
downplay. repetition
dramatis ethm scheme
dualism semantic Llosure
eflkient rthm sonde
eitosentri, speech ss N. Wiled speech
English sound esperlethe
equivalence .sties standard English
ethot style
eit.hanite value style machine
figurative term stylistic Options
free muddier submerge/ metaphor
funstional e surprise value
generative /hot nchronic stylistic,
gobbledygook th
grammar t style sy niacin: maturity
stratify mg ethm tritmeme
headword tenor
hyperbole texture

theinalis tag
theoretisal stylisticsindividualist monism

ntenslly trope
mien:Ian:mat i truth-value

dirony

targim typology of styles
levels lit y rter,olit y vehicle
linearity weasel *mkt,
literal term Written ',erotic
litotes /eugina
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